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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
The University of Nebraska comprises the following colleges and 
schools: 
The College of Agriculture, offering the degrees of Bachelor of Science 
in Agriculture and Bachelor of Science in Home Economics. 
The College of Arts and Sciences, offering the degrees of Bachelor of 
Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Music, and Bachelor of Science. 
The College of Business Administration, offering the degree of Bachelor 
of Science in Business Administration. 
The College of Dentistry, offering the degrees of Doctor of Dental 
Surgery and Bachelor of Science in Dentistry. 
The College of Engineering, offering the degrees of Bachelor of the Art 
of Architecture and Bachelor of Science in Agricultural, Architectural, 
Chemical, Civil, Commercial, Electric:11, and Mechanical Engineering. 
The Graduate College, offering the degrees of Doctor of Philosophy, 
Master of Arts, Master of Science, Master of A rchitecture, and Master of 
Science in Agricultural, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering, 
and in Social Work, Agricultural Engineer, Chemical Engineer, Civil 
Engineer, Electrical Engineer, and Mechanical Engineer. 
The College of Law, offering the degrees of Bachelor of Laws and 
Doctor of Jurisprudence. 
The College of Medicine at Omaha, offering the degrees of Doctor of 
Medicine, Bachelor of Science in Medicine, Bachelor of Science in Nursing, 
and Graduate Nurse. 
The College of Pharmacy, offering the degree of Bachelor of Science 
in Pharmacy. 
The Teachers College, offering the degrees of Bachelor of Science in 
Education, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Edu-
cation, and Bachelor of Music in Educat ion. 
The Graduate School of Social Work. 
The School of Journalism. 
The School of Music. 
The School of Nursing at Omaha. 
The Teachers College High School, The Nebraska School of Agricul-
ture at Curtis, the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, the Experi-
ment Sub-stations at North Platte, Scottsbluff, and Valentine, the Agricul-
tural Extension Service, the University Extension Division, the Conserva-
tion and Survey Division, the Nebraska Engineering Experiment Station, 
and the Box Butte Experiment Farm also are under the supervision of the 
Board of Regents of the University. 
Separate catalogs or information regarding any of the above colleges or 
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Sept. 22-Registration, first semester. 
Nov. 29-Dec. 4-Thanksgiving vacation. 
Dec. 20-Jan. 3-Christmas vacation. 
Feb. 2- Registration, second semester. 
March 22-27-Spring vacation. 
June IO-Sixty-ninth Annual Com-
mencement. 
CALENDAR FOR 1939-40 
1939 SUMMER SESSION 
June 6 (noon)-August 4 
June 6 (noon )-July 14 
1939-40 
Sept. 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14 
Sept. 18 Monday 
Sept. 19, 20 Tuesday, Wednesday 
Sept. 21 Thursday 
Sept. 22 Friday 
Sept. 25 Monday 
Sept. 27 Wed nesday (11 a.m.) 
Oct.28 Saturday 
Nov. 11 Saturday 
Nov. 29-Dec. 4 Wednesday (noon) 
Monday (8 a.m.) 
Dec. 9 Saturday 
Dec. 17 Sunday 
Dec. 20 Wednesday (noon) 
Jan. 3 Wednesday (noon) 
Jan. 15-20 Monday-Saturday noon 
Jan. 25-Feb.3 Thursday-Saturday 
Feb. 2 Friday 
Feb. 5 Monday 
Feb. 15 Thursday 
March 16 Saturday 
Mar. 22-27 Friday (8 a.m.)-
April 18 
Wednesday ( 8 a.m.) 
Thursday 
April 23 Tuesday 
April27 Saturday 
May2 Thursday 
May 2-4 T hursday-Saturday 
May4 Saturday 
May 13-18 Monday-Saturday noon 
May 29-June 8 Wednesday-Saturday 
May 30 Thursday 
May 31 Friday 
CoMMENCEMENT WEEK 
June 9 Sunday 
June 10 Monday 
1940 SUMMER. SESSION 
June 11 (noon) -August 9 
June 11 (noon)-July 19 
1940-41 
Sept. 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 , 12 
Sept. 16 Monday 






Classification tests and medical examination 
Freshman Day and University reception to 
all students 
Registration fo r new students 
First semester classes begin 
Registration, College of Medicine 
College of Medicine classes begin 
F reshman Convocation 
First six-weeks reports 
Armistice H oliday 
Thanksgiving vacation 
Second six-weeks reports 
Oratorio by University Choral Union and 
University Orchestra 
Christmas vacation begins 
Christmas vacation ends 
Registration for second semester for student, 
attending first semester. 
First semester examinations 
Registration fo r new students 
Second semester classes begin 
Charter Day 
First six-weeks reports 
Spring vacation 
Nebraska School of Agriculture commence-
ment (Curt-is) 
Honors Convocation 




Registration for fa ll semester for students at-
tending second semester 
Second semester examinations 
Memorial Day holiday 
Teachers College High School commencement 
Baccalaureate sermon 
Sixty-ninth annual commencement 
Long Session 
Short Session 
Classification tests and medical examination 
F reshman Day and University reception to 
all students 
Registration for new students 
Registration, College of Medicine 
THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Member s T erm Expires 
MARION A . SHAW, David City, President . . . . . ...... .. January, 1941 
CHARLES Y. THOMPSON, West Point . .... . . . ...... . ... January, 1941 
ARTHUR C. STOKES, Omaha . . . . ... . .. . January, 1943 
ROBERT W. DEVOE, Lincoln . . .. .... .. . .. January, 1943 
STANLEY D. LoNG, Grand Island . . . . . .... . ...... . ... January, 1945 
FRANK M. JoHNSON, Lexington .. . . . . .. .. .. ..... .. ........ January, 1945 
Loring Ellis Gunderson, Lincoln, Corporation Secretary. 
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Executive-Regents Shaw, Stokes, D evoe. 
Finance-Regents Devoe, Johnson, Shaw. 
Industrial Education- Regents Thompson, Devoe, Johnson. 
M edical Education-Regents Stokes, Shaw, Long. 
Property-Regents Long, Thompson, Stokes. 
Student Relations-Regents Johnson, Long, Thompson. 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION 
THE UNIVERSITY 
CHAUNCEY SAMUEL BoucHER, Ph.D., Chancellor of the University. 
FLORENCE hwIN McGAHEY, A.B., Registrar. (Secreta1·y of the Faculties). 
THE COLLEGE 
CHARLES WILLIAM McCoRKLE POYNTER, Dean 
PAYSON STONE ADAMS, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Instructor in Urology. 
JoHN FRANKLIN ALLEN, B.Sc., M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine. 
MAINE C. ANDERSEN, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
HARLEY ERIC ANDERSON, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Assistant Instructor in 
Obstetrics. 
C HARLES PRESTON BAKER, M.A., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacte-
riology. 
CLARENCE FREDERICK BANTIN, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics. 
ELMER WILLIAM BANTIN, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics. 
FRANCIS J . BEAN, A.B., M.D., Assistant Superintendent of Hospital and 
Assistant Professor of Med icine. 
MEYER BEBER, Ph.D., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine. 
ABRAM ELTING BENNETT, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of Neuro-
Psychiatry. 
ARTHUR LAvVRENCE BENNETT, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Physiol-
ogy and Pharmacology. 
GoRDON N EWALL BEST, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Medicine. 
RussELL RoLLAND BEsT, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of A natomy aud 
Associate Professor of Surgery. 
JAMES DEWEY BrsGARD, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery. 
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RODNEY WALDO Buss, A.B., M.D., Professor of Medicine. ( Chairman t1f 
Department of Internal Medicine.) 
ALFRED JEROME BROWN, A.B., M.D., Professor of Surgery. 
WILLIAM FREDERICK CALLFAS, C.M., M.D., Professor of Otorhinolaryng-
ology, Emeritus. 
OLIN JAMES CAMERON, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Dermatology and 
Syphilology. 
WALDRON ALvI:--: CASSIDY, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Otorhinolaryn-
gology and Consultant for Bronchoscopy. 
GEORGE LEONARD CLARK, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics. 
MILDRED JoH::ssoN CLARK, M.D., Clinical Assistant in Obstetrics. 
AuGusTus DAVID CLOYD, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine. 
ROBERT MARSHALL COLLINS, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics 
and Gynecology. 
FRANK MATTHEW CoNLIN, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine. 
EDWIN DAVIS, B.A., M.D., Professor of Urology. ( Chairman of Depart-
ment.) 
HERBERT H AYWOOD DAVIS, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery. 
JoHN CALVIN DAvrs, JR., A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Otorhinolaryn-
gology. 
CARMELO DrsTEFANo, B.Sc., M.D., Clinical Assistant in Urology. 
FRANK LowELL DUNN, B.Sc., A.M., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical 
Physiology and Associate Professor of Internal Medicine. 
HAROLD EVERETT EGGERS, A.M., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriol-
ogy. ( Chairman of Department.) 
SAMUEL EPPSTEIK, Ph.D., Instructor in Biochemistry. 
SAMUEL Z. FAIER, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Instructor in Otorhinolaryngology. 
DAVID PRESSLEY FINDLEY, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
CHARLES FRANDSEN, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Instructor in Medicine. 
HAROLD GIFFORD, JR., B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthal-
mology. 
AUGUST ERN.EST GUENTHER, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology and Pharmacol-
"('r\' k ........ o .. : .... ... 
MANUEL GRODINSKY, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy and 
Assistant Professor of Surgery. 
MILLARD F. GuKDERSON, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Path-
ology and Bacteriology. 
LYNN THOMPSON HALL, B.Sc., M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine in 
charge of Therapeutics. 
HowARD BROWNLEE HAi\flLTON, A.B., M.D., Professor of Pediatrics, 
Emeritus. 
WILLIAM Ru DOLPH HAMSA, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery. 
WILLIAM PoRTER HANEY, M.D., Instructor in Otorhinolaryngology. 
Loms EvERETT HANISCH, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Surgery. 
VINCENT CHARLES H ASCALL, LL.B., Instructor in Medical Jurisprudence. 
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LYMAN HowARD HEINE, A.B., M.D., Clinical Assistant in Otorhinolaryng· 
ology. 
JosEPH A. H ENSKE, M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics. 
LLOYD OLIVER HOFFMAN, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
EDWARD AGUSTUS HOLYOKE, Ph.D. M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy. 
HowARD B. H uNT, A.M., M.D., Professor of Radiology and Physical 
Therapy. ( Chairman of Department.) 
HERMAN MILTON JAHR, B.Sc., M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics. 
(Secretary of Department.) 
HERMAN F RANK JOHNSON, M.D., Assistant Professor of Orthopedics and 
Assistant Professor of Surgery in charge of Division of Fractures. 
DELBERT KENNETH Juno, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Otorhinolaryngology. 
JoHN HEWITT Juno, B.Sc., M.D., Associate Professor of Ophthalmology. 
JoHN JAY K EEGAN, A.M., M.D., Professor of Neurological Surgery. (Chair-
man of Department of Su1·gery.) 
EsLEY JosEPH KmK, A.M., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine, in charge 
of Clinical Clerk Service. 
JoHN STEPHENS LATTA, Ph.D., Professor of Anatomy. (Secretary of Depart-
ment.) 
JoHN DEWEY LE MAR, B.Sc. in Med., M.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Pathology 
and Bacteriology. 
RAYMOND GERALD LEWIS, A.B., B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Instructor in Med-
1cme. 
JoHN PRENTISS LoRo, M.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery, Emeritus. 
JAMES S. McAvIN, Ph.G., M.D., Instructor in Anesthesia and Radiology. 
JosEPH D. McCARTHY, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
GuY ROBERT McCuTCHAN, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Clinical Assistant in 
Medicine. 
LEON STEINER McGooGAN, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology. ( Secretary of Department.) 
ARCHIBALD Ross McINTYRE, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Physiology and 
Pharmacology. ( Chairman of Department.) 
CHARLES WILLI,\M McLAUGHLIN, JR., B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Instructor in 
Surgery. 
ERNEST LYNN MAcQmooY, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
MoRRIS MARGOLIN, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Medicine. 
Ons WALLACE MARTI~, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Urology. 
CLAUDE WILLIAM MAsoN, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine, in charge 
of Tropical Medicine. 
WILLSON BRIDGES MooDY, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
CHARLES FRANKLIN MooN, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology. 
JoHN CLYDE MooRE, JR., A.B., B.Sc., M.D., Professor of Pediatrics. ( Chair-
man of Department.) 
HAROLD SMITH MoRGAN, M.D. Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
SERGIUS MoRGULIS, A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry. ( Chairman of 
Department.) 
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WILLIAM HowARD MoRRISON, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Instructor in Ophthal-
mology. 
REUBEN ALLYN MosER, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine and 
Director of Medical Clinic at the Dispensary. 
FLOYD JosHUA MURRAY, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Surgery. 
OLIVER CLARKE N icKUM, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Medicine. 
FREDERICK W . N IEHAUS, B.Sc., M.D ., Associate Professor of Medicine. 
JoHN RUDOLPH N ILSSON, M.D., Professor of Industrial Surgery. 
CHARLES AusnN OwENS, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of Urology. 
SHERMAN S. PINTO, M.A., M.D., Assistant Instructor in Internal Medicine. 
CHARLES WHITNEY PoLLARD, A .B., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, Emeritus. 
GEORGE BENJAMIN PoTTER, M.D., Associate Professor of Ophthalmology. 
JoHN BEEKMAN Porrs, M.D., Professor of Otorhinolaryngology, Emeritus. 
CHARLES W ILLIAM McCoRKLE POYNTER, B.Sc., M.D., Dean of the College 
of Medicine, Professor of Anatomy ( Chairman of Department), and 
Superintendent of University H ospital. 
GEORGE PAYTON PRATT, B.Sc., M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine. 
GEORGE WrNTI·IROP PRICHARD, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Medicine. 
DANIEL THOMAS QmcLEY, M.D., Instructor in Surgery. 
RoBERT HousTON RAscoRSIIEK, M.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology. 
JoHN PHILBROOK REDGWICK, B.Sc., M.D., Clinical Assistant in Obstetrics. 
CHARLES O'NEILL RicH, B.Sc., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery. 
GEORGE EDWIN RoBERTSON, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics. 
PHILIP L. RoMONEK, M.D., Instructor in Otorhinolaryngology. 
CLARENCE RUBENDALL, B.Sc., M.D ., Associate Professor of Otorhinolaryn-
gology. 
ABRAHAM SROL RuBNITZ, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
EARL CUDDINGTON SAGE, B.Sc., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecol-
ogy. ( Chait·man of Department.) 
RoBERT D. ScHRocK, A.B., M.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery. ( Chair-
man of Department.) 
JoHN CHARLES SHARPE, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., 'Instructor in Medicine and 
Technical Assistant in Urology and Bacteriology. 
WILLIAM LETE SHEARER, A.B., D.D.S., M.D ., Professor of Surgery, in 
charge of Oral and Plastic Surgery. 
EUGENE EARL S1Ml'vI0NS, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Medicine. 
GEORGE A. SKINNER, M.D.; Professor of P ublic Health, Emeritus. 
R,\Y S. SNIDER, Ph.D., Instructor in Anatomy. 
CLARENCE THOMPSON SPIER, A.B., LL.B., Instructor in Medical Juris-
prudence. 
OLGA FRANCES STASTNY, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
RoBERT ]AMES STEARNS, M.D., Instructor in Gynecology. 
ABRAHAM A. STEINBERG, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology. 
HARRY BAYLI SS STOKES, M.D., Instructor in Otorhinolaryngology. 
WILLIAM HERMAN STOKES, M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology. ( Chair-
man of Department.) 
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WILLIS HARVEY T AYLOR, B.Sc., M.D., Professor of Cl inical Obstetrics and 
Gynecology. 
AMos THOMAS, LL.B., Instructor in Medical Jurisprudence. 
CHARLES EDWARD THOMPSON, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine. 
CHESTER QuAY THOMPSON, B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
WARREN THOMPSON, B.Sc., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine. 
PAUL WAYNE TIPTON, B.Sc. in Med., M.D., Clinical Assistant in Ortho-
pedic Surgery. 
JAMES PERRY ToLLMAN, B.Sc., M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Path-
ology. 
CHARLES CREIGHTON T oMLINSOK, M.D., Professor of Dermatology and 
Sy philology. (Chairman of Department.) 
CHARLES ARCHIBALD T OMPKI NS, B.Sc., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics. 
OTIS WADE, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology and Adviser to Pre-
Medical Students. 
CHESTER HILL WATERS, B.Sc., M.D ., Associate Professor of Surgery. 
JosEPH A. W EINBERG, M.Sc., M .D., Associate Professor of Clinical Pathol-
ogy and Associate Professor of Surgery. 
W ILLIAM PENALUNA WHERRY, M.D., Professor of Otorhinolaryngology. 
(Chairman of Department.) 
HARRISON ALONZO WIGTON, B.Sc., M.D., Associate Professor of Neuro-
Psychiatry. 
WILLIAM ALBERT WILLARD, Ph.D., Professor of Anatomy. 
DONALD JASPER WILSON, A.B., B.Sc., M.D., Assistant Professor of Derm-
atology and Syphilology. 
WILLIS D EAN WRIGHT, B.Sc. M.D., Assistant Instructor in Medicine. 
HELEN WYANDT, M.Sc., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology. 
GEORGE ALEXANDER YouNG, M.D., Professor of Neuro-Psychiatry. ( Chai.r-
man of Department.) 
RICHARD HARTE YouNc, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of N euro-Psychia-
try. 
Interns: Bayles, Cedarblade, Dornberger, Hill, Holoubek, Johnson, Lindell, 
Modlin, Richards, Ross, Seng, T anner. 
Graduate Assistants: Eagle, Gardner, Taylor, Wagner. 
Residents: M.D. Lewis-fever Therapy; McVay-Obstetrics and Gyneco-
logy; Drummond,1 T anner- Pathology; Schmela,1, Neely-Radiology. 
COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
Curriculum-Doctors Latta ( Chairman), Conlin, Davis (H.H.), Moon. 
Dispensary-Doctors H enske (Chairman), Dunn, McGoogan, McLaughlin. 
Examinations- Doctors Thompson (Warren ) (Chairman), Andersen 
(M.C.), Bantin (E.W.), Cameron, Davis (H.H.), Hoffman, McLaugh-
lin, Potter, Rubendall. 
Executive- Chairmen of Departments. 
1 Resigned. 
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Fever Therapy Research-Doctors Bennett (A.E.) (Chairman), Dunn, 
Owens, Simmons. 
Formulary-Doctors Hall (Chairman), Bean, Cameron, Davis (J.C.), 
McIntyre, Thompson (C.Q.). 
Graduate Studies-Doctors McIntyre ( Chairman), Gunderson, Margulis. 
Library-Doctors Latta (Chairman), Brown, McIntyre, Pratt, Miss Hillis. 
Staff Clinics- Doctors McCarthy (Chairman), Grodinsky, Tollman. 
Student-Doctors Eggers (Chairman), Bennett (A.L.), Bisgard, Waters, 
Young (R.H.) . 
Student Assistance-Doctors \Villard (Chairman), Bennett ( A.L.) , Toll-
man. 
University Hospital-Doctors Sage (Chairman), Hunt, Keegan, Tomlin-
son, the Superintendent. 
ADMINISTRATION 
FRANCIS J. BEAN, A.B., M.D., Assistant Superintendent of Univer~ity 
Hospital and Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
CHARLOTTE BURGESS, R.N., Ph.B., Director of the School of Nursing. 
JosEPHINE CHAMBERLAIN, R.N., Superintendent of Dispensary. 
WILLIAM G. EvERS, Cashier. 
MARGUERITE GoDsEY, Secretary to the Superintendent, University Hospital. 
GERTRUDE H ART, Record Librarian, University Hospital. 
MADALENE S. HILLIS, Librarian of Medical College Library. 
MARY Lou LESLIE, A.B., Secretary to the D ean. 
ANGELINE PHILLIPS, M.Sc., Instructor in D ietotherapy and Diet Kitchen 
Practice and Director of Dietetics. 
RuBEN B. SAXON, B.Sc. in M.E., Assistant Operating Superintendent at the 
College of Medicine. 
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THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
Degrees of Doctor of Medicine, Bachelor of Science in Medicine, Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing, and Graduate Nurse. 
HISTORY 
The first move for the establishment of a college of medicine in the 
state of Nebraska came February 15, 1869, when the Nebra,ka state legis-
lature approved the formation of the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, 
which was to include a college of medicine. Nothing was done toward 
the establishment of this college until 1883, when the University of Ne-
braska Medical College was established at Lincoln. The legislature of 
1887 withdrew its appropriation, necessitating discontinuance of the college 
on May 19, 1887. In 1902 the· Omaha Medical College, incorporated at 
Omaha in 1881, entered into an agreement of affiliation with the Universit} 
of Nebraska whereby the first two years of a four-year medical coum 
would be given at Lincoln and the last two years in Omaha. By this move 
the college changed its name to the University of Nebraska College of 
Medicine and became an integral part of the state university. Since 1913 
the entire four-year course has been offered at Omaha. 
STANDING 
Under the appropnat10n made by the legislature during the period 
smce 1913, The Board of Regents has devoted more than a million and a 
half dollars for the erection and equipment of buildings for the Medical 
College. These buildings and their equipment provide for the student 
activities of the work of both the basic sciences and the clinical years. The 
University Hospital was built to provide for two hundred and fifty beds 
in the various services organized for medical teaching. 
The College of Medicine meets the requirements of the most exacting 
state examining and licensing boards. Its diploma grants the holder all 
privileges accorded to graduates of any medical college in the United 
States. It is a member of the Association of American Medical Colleges 
and has a Class "A" rating by the American Medical Association. It 
maintains the highest standards in instructional staff and content of courses. 
The course of study in medicine covers four years of thirty-six weeks 
each. The first two years in medicine include those laboratory sciences 
which form the basis for the clinical studies of the last two years. The 
clinical application of laboratory subjects is emphasized and introductory 
clinical subjects are given in the second year. T he last two years are spent 
largely in the study of disease in clinics of the hospital and out-patient 
department. The objective method is followed in laboratories and clinical 
instruction, with constant reference to the facts acquired from earlier 
laboratory work. In all courses students are encouraged to do the largest 
amount of individual work consistent with the discipline of the curriculum. 
In the plan of instruction throughout the four years students arc 
arranged in small groups to meet both laboratory and clinical instructors. 
This tends to overcome the objections which are so frequently urged by 
students where they are met in large classes for didactic exercises. 
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ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
For admission to the College of Medicine, applicants must present 
official credentials as follows: 
HIGH ScttooL.-Graduates of accredited high schools may have full 
admission with 12 properly selected entrance units completed in the senior 
high school (grades 10, 11, 12) or with 15 entrance units on the four-year 
high school basis. 
Six units from the senior high school shall be in the fields of English, 
foreign language, mathematics, natural sciences, and the social studies 
with a minimum of two units in English, two in mathematics ( one each of 
algebra and geometry or an equivalent combination of general mathematics, 
algebra and geometry), and two in a foreign language. One unit of for-
eign language and one unit of mathematics completed below grade 10, 
while not counting toward the six units in the five fie lds mentioned above, 
may be used in fulfilling the specific requirements in these fields. 
CoLLEGE.- The following college subjects are required of all applicants: 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry ( 4 hours of which shall be Organic). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 8 
Biology . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 8 
English . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
Total. 90 
The college course must include at least three years of work (90 semes-
ter hours ) in an approved College of Arts and Sciences or University. 
The students are urged to elect a broad list of courses including the 
humanities as well as the basic sciences. This might well include sociology, 
psychology, history, advanced English, and a major foreign language, 
preferably German, to be carried th rough two or three years unless it has 
been begun in high school. 
This number of hours must not include subjects such as anatomy, 
histology, embryology, physiology, biochemistry, medical bacteriology, nor 
any other subject which is taken in Medical College nor credits offered 
from professional schools which do n ot regularly receive Arts College 
credit. 
Each student applying for admission to the College of Medicine is re-
quired to take the aptitude test as provided by the Association of American 
Medical Colleges, except where specifically excused by authorities of the 
College. 
By meeting group and major and minor requirements, a degree of 
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science can be received on the satisfactory 
completion of the fi rst year in Medical College. 
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSJON.- Applications should be made to the Dean 
of the University of Nebraska College of Medicine, 42nd and Dewey 
Avenue, Omaha, Nebraska, who will furnish a printed application blank 
and two character reference blanks. The latter are to be filled out pref-
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erably by a professor of zoology and a professor of chemistry. A personal 
interview with the Dean or the Committee on Admissions is very desirable. 
Applications should be submitted early in April and if presented after 
June first will be considered only at the discretion of the College. Applica-
tions may be presented upon completion of five semesters of pre-medical 
work, with indication of enrollment for the remaining necessary subjects 
during the sixth semester or summer school. A provisional acceptance 
will be given such a student if his record is satisfactory. 
Admissions are on a selective basis, preferably being granted to 
residents of Nebraska. The number of admissions is limited and selection 
i~ based on character, scholarship, and promise of aptitude for the practice 
of medicine. 
Upon receipt of notice that an applicant has been accepted for entrance 
to the College of Medicine, he is required to send a deposit of twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00) to be applied as part payment of the tuition fee of the 
first term at the time of registration, or to be forfeited if the applicant fails 
to register in the College of Medicine by October first. A charge of five 
dollars may be made for evaluation of transcripts of non-resident students, 
such fees to be applied as part payment of tuition if applicant is accepted. 
ADVANCED STANDINc.-Application for admission to advanced standing 
in the second and third medical year classes will be considered only from 
Class "A" schools. Applicants for admission must furnish evidence that 
they have satisfactorily completed courses equivalent in kind and amount 
to those taken by the class to which admission is sought, and must present 
also a letter of honorable dismissal. The University of Nebraska College 
of Medicine reserves the right in every case to give examinations in any 
or all subjects in which credit is requested. Such examinations, however, 
are given only in exceptional cases. 
No student coming from another school will be allowed any privileges 
in this school which would have been denied him in the school which he 
leaves. 
No student will be admitted to advanced standing in any class with a 
delinquency in any subject; nor may he become a candidate for graduation 
without spending the last two years in residence. 
CREDIT REQUIREMENTs.-In accordance with the recommendation of 
the Association of American Medical Colleges, the College of Medicine 
does not grant any time credit toward the Doctor of Medicine degree to 
holders of a Bachelor's degree; this means that the total time spent by 
each student taking his medical degree must include as a minimum four 
years of registration in a medical college. 
The granting of subject credit is at the discretion of the Committee on 
Credits, which may ask the chairman of any department in which credit 
is offered to certify as to the student's eligibility through such examination 
as he may reasonably impose. Admission to any class does not neces5arily 
carry with it credit in all work previously done by the class, since the Com-
mittee on Credits has the right to demand satisfactory evidence of the 
completion of previous work in that subject equal to that required of the 
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student of this College, and in case the work is not equal to such require-
ment the deficiency stands against the student as an "incomplete" u ntil 
removed. 
CoMBI:-,/ED Ac.\DE!\!Ic A'.\"D ;-.lEDICAL CocRsEs 
CocRsE LEADIKG To TH E D EGREES oF BACHELOR OF ARTS OR BACHELOR 
OF SCIENCE AND D ocToR OF MED1c1NE.- By completing the group require-
ments of the College of Arts and Sciences and two minors ( or one major) 
and by the use of the subjects of the first year of the medical course as a 
major, the student is enabled to receiYe at the end of four years the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICINE 
COURSE L EADING TO THE D EGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICINE. 
-Students presenting pre-medical college credits of hig h standard and 
who have completed the first two years in Medicine, the last year of which 
shall be in residence in this institution, but who have not fulfilled the 
requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science in the College of Arts 
and Sciences, may become candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science 
in Medicine. 
REGISTRATION 
A day at the beginning of each semester is set apart for reg istration. 
To promote prompt registration, a fee of $3.00 is charged any student 
who, unless excused by the Dean, seeks to register later than this day. A 
fee of $1.00 is charged for re-registration. Any change whatever in a regis-
tration once made is considered as a re-registration. No work done in the 
College of Medicine may be g ranted credit without proper registration. 
Eligibility for the degree of Doctor of Medicine requires registration in 
eight separate semesters. No regular student is reg istered for less than 
twelve hours a semester without the Dean's permission, nor under any con-
ditions for more than eighteen hours. No student may add any subject 
to his schedule or drop from it any subject for which he has been regularly 
registered, without written permission from the Dean. Students may not 
attend classes for which they are not registered. 
Students desiring to use the work of the first two medical years for 
baccalaureate credit at the University of Nebraska must register in the 
Arts and Sciences College until the necessary amount of college work is 
completed. Candidates for baccalaureate degrees in other institutions than 
the University of Nebraska may arrange with their colleges to accept tran-
scripts of the work of the first two years in medicine to apply to \uch 
degrees, or otherwise satisfy the requirements of those institutions. 
CLASS STANDING AND EXAMINATION 
The standing of a studen t in a ny course is determined by the instructor 
in charge of the subject throug h examinations, personal contact, and obser-
vation of routine work. The passing g rade for subjects of the fi rst and 
second medical years is 70 per cent and for the third and fou rth medical 
years is 75 per cent. A grade below passing constitutes a "failure." 
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A course, which for a good reason has not been completed, may, if of 
passing grade, be marked "incomplete". Such " incomplete" must be re-
moved by the end of the first semester in which the course is again offered 
or it becomes a failure. 
Attendance on less than 80 per cent of the scheduled lectures and reci-
tations or 85 per cent of the scheduled laboratory and clinical hours con-
stitutes a "failure" in any course and shall be so reported. 
A "failed" subject must be absolved by re-registration in and satis-
factory completion of the subject at or before the next offering in the 
College schedule. A re-registered subject takes precedence over all other 
subjects. A student who has failed twice here or elsewhere in the same 
subject is not eligible for registration in that subject at this College. 
A student who fails to make an average of 75 per cent in all of the 
subjects of either the first or second medical years shall be re-examined in 
all of the subjects of the respective year by an examining committee before 
being permitted to register for the following year. 
At the end of the senior year a committee examination and thesis will 
be required before recommendation for graduation. 
W henever at the end of any semester a student is delinquent in half 
or more of his registered hours, his name is automatically dropped from 
the rolls of the College of Medicine and his registration cancelled. 
ABSENCE OR \liTITHDRAWAL 
The Dean of the College of Medicine is the Adviser of all students in 
the College of Medicine. A leave of absence for a short time may be 
granted a student by the Dean of his College. This is merely a justifica-
tion for absence and not an excuse from any work. If a student in good 
and honorable standing finds it necessary to withdraw from the University 
before the close of a semester, the Dean grants him permission to do so. 
If he is in good standing and is not a minor he is given honorable dis-
missal from the University at his own request; if a minor, at the request 
of his parents or guardian. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
The degree of Doctor of Medicine is granted only under the following 
conditions: 
1. The candidate must be at least twenty-one years of age. 
2. He must possess a good moral reputation. 
3. He must have complied with all the requirements of admission. 
4. He must have pursued the study of medicine for at least four years 
and must have passed all required courses and examinations and have re-
ceived credit for at least four full years of instruction at medical colleges 
in good standing. The last two years must have been taken in this 
institution. 
GRADUATE WoRK 
Graduate work of two types is offered in the College of Medicine. 
1. Advanced study and research may be pursued in one or more of the 
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laboratory departments by students holding baccalaureate degrees from 
this institution or from some other university or college, such work leading 
to the Master's or Doctor's degree is registered for in the Graduate College 
and is subject to its regulations. A student may, with the consent of the 
Graduate College and the Dean of the College of Medicine, divide his 
work between the two Colleges providing the general rules as to total 
hours of registration are not violated. 
2. Research accomplished under the d irect supervision of the faculty 
by graduates of outstanding scholarship serving in the University of Ne-
braska College of Medicine may lead to the degree of Doctor of Medicine 
cum laude. The following conditions laid down by the faculty must be 
complied with. The candidate should apply at least one year before he 
expects to come up for such degree and the subject of his study as well as 
an outline of the proposed work must be approved by the Faculty Com-
mittee on Graduate Study. T hroughout the year the candidate's investi-
gative work should be under the supervision of two advisers named by 
the above committee, one of whom shall be a member of the laboratory 
faculty, the other the Chief of Staff of the Hospital, where the candidate 
serves his internship. The work must represent original clinical or experi-
mental data embodied in a typewritten thesis which should also give a 
comprehensive and critical survey of the literature of the special topic 
under investigation. Three copies of the thesis should be submitted, one 
of which will be deposited in the Medical College Library, if accepted. 
The granting of the degree snoulct oe oy unanimous vote ot me taculty 
after the thesis, properly recommended by the advisory committee, has 
been accepted by the executive committee of the faculty. 
F EES 
(The following schedule of fees will remain in force for the year 
1939-40 unless changed by The Board of Regents prior to registration.) 
Tuition fees for the current semester must be paid on date of registra-
tion. 
The scheduled fees in the College of Medicine are as follows: 
Matriculation (payable on entering the College) . . . . . $ 5.00 
Being statutory this fee canno t be refunded except when collected 
in error. It is also charged 5tudents chang ing membership from 
one college to another. 
Graduation fee 
Bachelor of Science in Medicine ... . . . .......... . .. . . . . . .. . .. . 
Doctor of Medicine ... . ...... . . .. . .. • . . . . .. . . . •. ... • . . .. . .. . 
Doctor of Medicine, cum laude . . . .. . . .... . . ... .. . . . . . .. . . ... . 
In absentia, additional .. . .. ... .... .. . . . .. . . . .. . . ... . . ... ... . 
Registration, each semester . .. .... . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . . . 
Examination, special, each subject . . .. . .. . .. . . . • ........ .. ..... .. 
Non-resident, minimum, each semester .. . . ... . .... . . .. . . . .. . .... . 









1 For students enteri ng before September 1, 1939, the fee will remain $100 each semester, prO\'idcd 
they have continuity of a tlcndancc . 
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Tuition, irregular students, per credit hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00 
Laboratory and breakage, each year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Catalog, General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Medical service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
(Unused portion of breakage fee is returnable at end of senior year.) 
The tuition fees for the pre-medical years vary from $1.50 to $3.00 
per credit hour. 
No person may be recommended for a degree until he has paid all fees, 
including the fee for graduation. 
For elective courses requiring laboratory space, apparatus, and material, 
an extra fee is charged. This fee is by arrangement between the student 
and chairman of the department, and is based on the amount of material 
required. No student in the College of Medicine may be excused from 
tuition payments because of the fact that he holds an appointive position 
or is doing instructional work for any department. Special course fees or 
the fees of students taking part-time work are pro-rated on the basis of the 
number of hours of work. In no case is the fee more than twenty cents 
for each hour of work. The minimum fee, however, is $10. Breakage in 
the laboratory and damage to the College property is charged to the indi-
vidual or class responsible. In case the responsibility for the damage can-
not be placed it is charged to the class pro-rata. 
NoN-REsIDENT STUDENTs.-All non-resident students will be charged a 
non-resident fee. "The fee charged will not be less than the fee charged 
to residents of Nebraska for a similar course of study in a correspo11ding 
institution by the state in which such non-resident has his home." (Chap-
ter 59, page 178, Nebraska Session Laws of 1923.) This fee will not be 
less than $25.00 a semester, but it must be as much as the fees which a 
corresponding institution in the state in which the student resides would 
charge a resident of Nebraska for a similar course of study. T he exact 
amount of the non-resident fee will be determined when application for 
entrance is made. 
The following rules have been adopted by the Board of Regents: 
1. In accordance with statutory provisions, all students not domiciled 
in Nebraska are required to pay the non-resident fees. These entering the 
state to attend a state school, or within one year prior to matriculation, are 
presumed to be non-residents and the burden of overcoming this statutory 
presumption is upon them. Ordinarily this will not be satisfied by a mere 
declaration, while attending school, of intent to reside in Nebraska. 
2. One desiring exemption shall make a verified application therefor 
upon a blank to be secured from the Finance Secretary's office and approved 
by the committee on exemptions. All information called for by the form 
shall be given in full. When duly verified, the application shall be filed 
with the Finance Secretary. 
3. Students who are charged the non-resident fee by the Registrar, and 
who claim exemption, must file their application for exemption with the 
Finance Secretary on or before the end of the ninth week of the semester 
for which the fee is charged; in the case of summer sessions, before the end 
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of the third week of the term for which the fee is charged. For failun: 
after due notice to file such application on said date, the fee becomes auto-
matically assessed to the student. 
4. In all cases the burden is upon the applicant to make a showing 
sufficient to justify the requested exemption. While personal hearings will 
not be granted as of right, the committee will summon the applicant for a 
personal interview in all cases where it is of the opinion that such an inter-
view will aid the proper disposition of the case. 
It should be noted that no provision is made for exempting students 
from this fee on account of financial need or of scholarship. Students 
coming from outside the state therefore should be prepared to pay the fee 
throughout their University career. 
REFUNDs.-The matriculation fee will be refunded only when charged 
through an error of a University official. Registration fee, medical service 
fee, and student union building fund fee will not be refunded but tuition 
fees may be refunded on withdrawal in good standing from the University 
according to the following schedule: 
Tuition returnable . ........................ . 
Each semester, withdrawal within .. . ... . 
Summer session, 9 weeks, withdrawal within. 
Summer session, 6 weeks, withdrawal within . 
All 75% 50% 
1-2 3-6 7-10 
1 2-3 4-5 










Students are required to provide suitable microscopes for their own 
use. Inquiries regarding specifications for microscopes as recommended by 
the Faculty may be obtained by addressing the Dean's office. 
EXPENSES 
Board may be obtained in the vicinity of the College campus at an 
average of $6.00 per week. Comfortable rooms for individuals cost from 
$10 to $15 a month. Students rooming together may obtain comfortable 
rooming quarters at approximately $8 per month each. The average ex-
pense of the student for a school year, including books, instruments, and 
all fees, is between $700 and $900. Students should provide an allowance 
of $75 per annum for books and instruments. 
The Young Men's Christian Association offers to students in the Col-
lege of Medicine special season tickets at a very small cost, granting the 
privileges of the Association Building. In a city the size of Omaha there 
are many opportunities for students to defray a part of their expenses. 
The College of Medicine does not, however, guarantee employment. 
Through the Young Men's Christian Association, the Omaha Chamber of 
Commerce, and other agencies, employment is obtained for a number of 
students. 
LABORATORY FACILITIES 
ANATOMY.-The Department of Anatomy occupies the third and ·fourth 
floors of the North Laboratory Building. The rooms are well lighted and 
ventilated. The "unit room" system-each unit accommodating four or 
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eight students-has been adopted as superior to that of a large common 
dissecting room. The State Anatomical law provides ample material for 
dissection. In the laboratory for microscopic anatomy individual desks, 
lockers, reagents, etc., are at the student's command, as are also excellent 
collections of histological and embryological material, models, charts, etc. 
BrocHEMISTRY.-This department, located on the fourth floor of the 
South Laboratory Building, is amply equipped with modern scientific 
apparatus. It also has special research laboratories equipped with cal. 
orimeter, thermostat, automatic burettes, electric stoves, etc. A balance 
room and rooms for combustion, calorimetric, and Kjeldahl work may 
also be mentioned. 
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY.-There are two laboratories on each floor of the 
hospital adjoining the wards equipped for all regular diagnostic laboratory 
tests. For clinical clerk service, a central hospital laboratory is provided, in 
which clinical laboratory work on assigned cases is done under supervision. 
_ For tissue examination, a special laboratory is located on the ground floor 
of the .first hospital unit, with necropsy room adjacent. 
PHARMACOLOGY.-Experimental pharmacology occupies the second floor, 
South Laboratory Building. The chemical and pharmaceutical work of 
the student is carried on in this laboratory. The department's equipment 
includes private laboratories for experimental work. 
p ATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY .-This department occupies the first and 
second floors of the North Laboratory Building, and has two large teaching 
laboratories for bacteriology, for general pathology of the second medical 
year, and for clinical and special pathology of the third medical year. 
Ample facilities and apparatus, with the exception of microscopes, are pro, 
vided for each student. 
PHYSIOLOGY.-The main physiology laboratory in the South Laboratory 
Building accommodates forty students in each section and separate tables 
with lockers are provided for each pair of students. The room for mam-
malian experimentation accommodates thirty-two students. For research 
work and special experiments several additional rooms are available. The 
work shop, the instrument room, and the photographic room furnish 
opportunities for additional types of work. 
CLINICAL FACILITIES 
THE UNIVERSITY HosPITAL.-The University Hospital forms the largest 
unit of the group of buildings constituting the College of Medicine. It is 
the center around which all the activities of the various departments arc 
grouped, making possible a close correlation between clinical and labo-
ratory teaching. The Hospital, modern in every respect, contains floor 
space for 240 beds, and provides for the care of a wide variety of cases. 
Patients are received from the several counties of Nebraska and arc 
admitted on the application of a legally qualified practitioner of medicine 
and county official. The patient's application certifies that he is .financially 
unable to employ a physician. There are no private patients. 
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The ground floor contains an admitting department, drug room, 
kitchen, large and subsidiary dining rooms, pathological laboratories, 
necropsy amphitheater, the X-ray and physical therapy department, to-
gether with photography, and the stack room of the library. The firs t or 
main floor contains the College and Hospital administration offices, finance 
office, medical amphitheater, reading room of the library, office of the 
Dietitian, three medical wards, staff room, and electro-cardiograph room. 
The second floor provides four surgical wards similar to those on medicine, 
a faculty conference room, the offices of the School of Nursing, and the 
Department of Hospital Records. The third floor contains wards for 
obstetrics and gynecology, a nursery, a children's ward, and a ward for 
neuro-psychiatry as well as the operating pavilion for obstetrics and the 
occupational therapy shop. On the fourth floor is situated the operating 
pavilion with rooms for general surgery and the surgical specialties which 
will accommodate large and small groups of observers, the hospital lab-
oratory, the laboratory for clinical clerks, and interns' quarters. Each 
ward is provided with a large solarium. 
The control of the University Hospital rests in The Board of Regents 
and is administered by the College of Medicine. 
THE UNIVERSITY DISPENSARY is located in the South Laboratory Build-
mg. Separate services, each having its own rooms and equipment, are pro-
vided in internal medicine; surgery; eye, ear, nose, and throat; pediatrics; 
gynecology; obstetrics; neurology; dermatology; and genito-urinary dis-
eases. There is also an out-call service which provides medical treatment 
in the homes, and in its problems cooperates with the Visiting Nurses' 
Association and other charitable agencies of the city. All of the above 
activities are organized for the teaching of the senior students and furnish 
a wide diversity of diseases for observation and care by them during the 
last year. 
ExTRAMURAL H osPITALs.- Clarkson, Douglas County, Lutheran, Im-
manuel, Methodist, and City Emergency hospitals are available for regular 
or special clinics as needed. Members of the University faculty are on 
the staffs of all these hospitals. 
HosPITAL APPOINTMENTs.-Graduates of the College of Medicine are 
afforded a wide choice in the selection of internships. Approximately 
thirty internships are available in the Omaha hospitals. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
PUBLIC HEALTH.-The College of Medicine stands ready to supply ex-
pert advice in cooperation with the state and local departments of health 
on the general health conditions within the state. Members of the faculty 
of the College of Medicine will respond whenever possible for addresses 
on medical subjects of general interest. These addresses are available for 
teachers' associations, women's club meetings, and the like. 
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THE CoLLEGE oF MEDICINE L111RARY is located in a wing of the Hospital 
Building and within easy access from the various laboratories, and stands 
as a vital, common interest to the laboratory and clinical branches of 
medical instruction. The spacious reading and seminar rooms furnish a 
most congenial place for students and faculty to work. Accessions, cata-
loging, and indexing are in charge of a competent, expert librarian. The 
38,000 bound volumes and more than 20,000 unbound pamphlets, reprints, 
and theses are the result of purchases and acquisitions extending over a 
period of more than half a century and represent the mature judgment, 
as to valuable medical literature, of many specialists. There has thus been 
built up, not only a very valuable research library, but one which offers 
students abundant opportunities for additional reading and study. Over 
320 standard, scientific periodicals are on the regular subscription list. 
Incidental to its ordinary functions, the library has, in recent years, laid 
emphasis on the acquisition of material of historic interest, including 
pictures of great medical men, biographies, histories, and surgical instru-
ments. It also keeps a file of reprints from the writings of Nebraska 
medical authors. Incorporated within the library of the College of Med-
icine are 2,000 volumes of the Omaha-Douglas County Medical Society, 
1,500 volumes of the Nebraska State Medical Society, and private medical 
libraries of former practitioners of the state. 
THE UNIVERSITY L IBRARY, in Lincoln, containing 330,000 volumes is 
freely accessible to students and faculty in Omaha. Books may be with-
drawn at any time upon demand. Likewise through the Medical College 
librarian it is possible for short periods to draw upon the resources of the 
John Crerar Library of Chicago or the Surgeon General's Library at Wash-
ington. The State Library of 107,000 volumes at the State Capitol and the 
Nebraska State Historical Society Library of 25,000 volumes include valu-
able medical works in certain lines; series of public documents such as 
reports of state boards of health and of state hospitals and other institu-
tions. 
THE ALUMNI Assoc1AT10N of the University of Nebraska College of 
Medicine maintains an active organization with headquarters in Omaha. 
The Association numbers about eighteen hundred members. 
PRE-MEDICAL Socrnrr.-A large pre-medical society has existed for a 
number of years among the students in the pre-medical courses at Lincoln. 
This society meets monthly for an informal evening at which time ad-
dresses are made by members of the faculty. 
A Saturday in May is set aside each year as Pre-medic Day for a visit 
to the Omaha campus. 
MusEUM.-The pathological museum of the College of Medicine con-
tains about 5,000 specimens. Nearly every variety of pathological lesion is 
represented and the constant addition of fresh material from the large num-
ber of autopsies performed continually adds to its interest. In addition to 
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the gross specimens are thousands of microscopic sections and a large 
collection of wax reproductions of various lesions. A man technically 
trained in museum preparation is in charge of this m useum. The museum 
is an important and necessary adjunct to the teaching of pathology and of 
clinical medicine. 
The anatomical museum consisting of models, charts, and mounted 
specimens is housed in the quarters of the department of anatomy, where 
it is readily accessible to the students of the department. 
ScHOLARSI-IIPS AND LOAN F uNDS 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHJPs.-Scholarships are awarded in the 
various departments in return for student assistance. Applications should 
be made to the Chairmen of Departments. 
Fellowships are available to students who qualify for graduate study 
and reasearch in the medical sciences. Application should be made to the 
Chairmen of D epartments. 
JETUR Rices CoNKLING AND JENN IE H ANSCOM CoNKLING FouNDATION.-
The will of the late Clementine C. Conkling provides for the creation of 
a trust to be known as the "Jetur Riggs Conkling and Jennie Hanscom 
Conkling Foundation," the income of which shall be used by the Regents 
of the University of Nebraska in providing scholarship loans for deserving 
medical students. Scholarship loans may be awarded only after the close 
of the students' first year in the Medical College. 
Under the stipulations of the trust, students who have completed the 
freshman medical year in good standing may apply for a scholarship loan. 
Scholarship loans w ill not exceed the sum of two hundred dollars per year. 
Applications should be addressed to the Dean. 
OMAHA MEDICAL CoLLEGE FouNDATION.-This foundation, created in 
April, 1921, was established largely through contributions received from 
former professors in the Omaha Medical College. The object of the 
foundation is to promote the study of medicine and to provide for medical 
research in the University of Nebraska College of Medicine and to assist 
worthy students by scholarships and loans. T he total in th is fund exceeds 
$15,000. Only the income may be disbursed. Students applying for bene-
fits under this fund should file a written application with the D ean. 
NEBRASKA FEDERATION OF WoMEN's CLUBS SCHOLARSHIP LoAN.-An 
annual grant of $200 is made for a loan to a student in the College of 
Medicine, on the basis of scholarship and financial need. 
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COURSES OF STUDY 
The course of study outlined is constructed in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Council on Medical Education of the American 
Medical Association and of the Association of American Medical Colleges. 
The experience of the best medical colleges of the country has been freely 
utilized. The University Hospital and Dispensary on the Medical College 
campus furnish ideal opportunities for bedside clinical instruction in dose 
relation to the scient ific departments of the College. 
Counc 
SuMMARY OF CouRsEs OF THE FrnsT, SECOND, 
THIRD, AND FouRTH MEDICAL YEARS 






Anatomy 1 ... . .. . . . . . a Gross Dissection (Upper) ...... .. . .... -1 126 




5.8 Pathology 1 .. ... .... . 
f Histology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 
a Bacteriology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 6 
Total hours of semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 510 
Total credit hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
SECOND SEMESTER 
Total Credit 
Course Character Hours Hours 1 
Anatomy 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . b Gross Dissection (Head and Neck). . . . . 127 4.4 
c Gross Dissection (Torso). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102 3.6 
d Gross Dissection (Lower). . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 3.0 
g Organology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 3.0 
h Neurology . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 114 4.0 
Total hours of semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 518 
Total credit hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Total hours of first medical year . .. . ....... 1,028 
I A .. credit hour·• in the College of Medicine is based upon a factor of 27. 7 hour, attendance per 
week at regularly scheduled lecture, laboratory, or clinical periods during 17 weeks of a semester. 
Course 
Physiology and 
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SECOND MEDICAL YEAR 
FIRST SEMESTER 
Character 
Pharmacology 2 .. . .. a Didactic .. .... . · · ··· · · ·· · ·· .... .. .. 
b Laboratory ... . .................. ... 
Biochemistry 2 ....... . . a Physical Chemistry ..... . .... . ........ 
Course 
Physiology and 
b Biological Chemistry ................. 
Total hours of semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493 
Total credit hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
SECOND SEMEST ER 
Character 
Pharmacology 2 . . . . . c Didactic ..... . .................... . 
d Laboratory ...................... : . . 
Pathology 2 . . . . . . . . . . . a General Pathology .... . ....... . ..... . 
Medicine 2. . . . . . . . . . . . a Physical Diagnosis ...... . ........... . 
b Symptomatology ...... . .... . . . ..... . 
Ncuro-Psychiatry 2 . . . . . a General Psychology . ................ . 
Obstetrics 2. . . . . . . . . . . a Physiology ... . .................... . 
Pediatrics 2 . . . . . . . . . . . a Diseases of Newborn .... ... ...... . .. . 
Radiology 2. . . . . . . . . . . a Principles of Roentgcnological Diagnosis 
Total hours of semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 561 
Total credit hours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 



















,1 A .. credit hour" in the College of Medicine is based upon a factor of 27 .7 hours attendance per 
week at regularly scheduled lecture, laboratory, or clinical periods during 17 weeks of a semester. 
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T H E UN IVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
THIRD MEDICAL YEAR 
FIRST AND SECOND SEMESTERS 
Subject 
Internal Medicine 3 . . . . a Physical Diagnosis (1st semester) 
b Fundamentals of Medicine . . ... .. .... . 
c Clinical Clerk . .. ................... . 
d Hospital and Dispensary Clinic ... ... . . 
e Therapeutics (2nd semester) . . ........ . 
Pathology 3. . . . . . . . . . . a Hygiene (2nd semester) .... . . ....... . 
b Clinical Pathology (1st semester) ... . .. . 
c Hospital Laboratory ........ . ........ . 
Pediatrics 3 . . . . . . . . . . . b Infant Feeding (1st semester) ........ . 
c Communicable Diseases (2nd semester). 
d Clinical Clerk .... . ...... ... ........ . 
Neuro-Psychiatry 3..... b Psychiatry (1st semester) .. . . .. . .... . . 








17 c Neurology (2nd semester ) . .. . . ..... . . 
d Clinical Clerk ........ ... .... .. .. . .. · 1 
Dermatology 3 . . . . . . . . a Dermatology (2nd semester) .. . .. . ... . 
Surgery 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . a Fundamentals . .. . .. ....... .. ...... . 
9 
68 
b Clinical Clerk ..... .. .. ............ . . 
c Hospital Clinics ... . ............. . .. . 
d Surgical Technic (2nd semester) ...... . 
Orthopedics 3 . . . . a Lecture Clinic (2nd semester) ........ . 
b Clinical Clerk ............... ... . .. . . 
Urology 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . a Fundamentals of Urology (2nd sem.) .. . 
b Clinical Clerk .... ... . .. .. .... . . .. . . . 
Otorhinolaryngology 3. . a Diseases of Ear, Nose, and Throat 
(2nd semester) ......... . . ..... .. .. . 
b Clinical Clerk .... . ........... .... .. . 
Ophthalmology 3 . . . . . . a Medical Ophthalmology (2nd sem.) . .. . 
b Clinical Clerk ..... . .. ... ..... . .. .. . . 
Obstetrics and 
Gynecology 3. . . . . . . b Pathology of Pregnancy .. ... . ... . . .. . . 
c Clinical Clerk ... . ............. . .. .. . 
d Gynecology .... . ..... . ........ . . .. . 
Radiology 3 . . . . . . . . . . . b Principles of Radiotheraphy and Physical 































Total hours of Third Medical Year .. .. . .. . . .. .. l,034 
Course 
Internal Medicine 4 . . . . 
Pathology 4 . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pediatrics 4 .......... . 
Neuro-Psychiatry 4 . ... . 
Dermatology and 
Syphilology 4 .. . ... . 
Surgery 4 ............ . 
Urology 4 ..... . ... . . . 
Orthopedics 4 .. .... . 
Otorhinolaryngology 4 . . 
Ophthalmology 4 .. .. . . 
Obstetrics and 
Gynecology 4 . ... . . . 
Medical Jurisprudence 4. 
Electives (Required) ... 
THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
FOURTH MEDICAL YEAR 
FIRST AND SECOND SEM ESTERS 
Subject 
a Dispensary ............... . . . ...... - 1 
b Out-Call ....... . ........ . ......... . 
c Hospital Clinic ..... . ... ............ . 
d Therapeutics (1st semester) .......... . 
e Tropical Medicine (2nd seme9ter) ..... . 
f Medical Review (2nd semester) .... . . . . 
a Necropsies . . .. . . .. .... .. ..... . .. .. . 
b Public Health (1st semester) .... ....•. 
a General Pediatrics (2nd semester) . . . . . 
b Dispensary ........ ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . 
a Hospital Clinic ..... . ........... . ... . 
b Dispensary .. . . ...... .. . ........... . 
a Dispensary Clinic ( 1st semester) . . .... . 
b Dispensary ....... . .... .. ..... ..... . 
a Dispensary ... .................. .. . . 
b H ospital Clinic .......... . .......... . 
c Clinical Anatomy (1st semester) . .. ... . 
d Fractures and Dislocations . .. ........ . 
a Dispensary .. . ..... . . .. . .. . . . ... . . 
a Dispensary . .. .. ........ . . ....... . . . 
a Dispemary ... . .. .. . .. . .. . .... •. ... . 
a Dispensary . .. . . . . .... . .. . ......... , 
a Dispensary .. .. .... . .. . ... ... . . .. .. . 
b Out-Call Deliveries ........ . .. .. .. . ..• 
c Hospital Clinic . .. . ...•. . ..• .... . .... 
(First semester) .... .. . .. . .... • ...•.... 
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
In the following depertments, courses numbered la, b, c, etc., are given in the 
fust medical year; courses numbered 2a, b, c, etc., in the second medical year; coursea 
numbered 3a, b, c, etc., in the third medical year; courses numbered 4a, b, c, etc., in 
the fourth medical year. Courses numbered 300 carry graduate credit. Roman I indi· 
cates courses offered the first semester and II, the second semester. 
DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY 
Professors Poynter (Chairman), Willard, Latta (Secretary), Assistant Professors R. R. 
Best, Grodinsky, Holyoke, Instructors Snider, Graduate Assistants 
In this department instruction is given in gross anatomy, histology, organology, 
embryology, and neurology. The work of the department extends through the first 
medical year. 
All instruction is based on laboratory work carried out under the supervision of the 
staff. Lectures covering subjects of broad morphological significance are given before 
the entire class, but for the discussion of details, in conjunction with laboratory work, 
the class is subdivided into small groups. Every effort is made to correlate the work 
in gross and microscopic anatomy. 
1. Anatomy.-
a. Gross-Dissection of Upper Extremity.-Total 126 hours, second eight weeks. I. 
b. Gross-Dissection of Head and Neck.-Total 127 hours. II. 
c. Gross-Dissection of Torso.-Total 102 hours. II. 
d. Gross-Dissection of Peritoneum and Lower Extremity.-Total 85 hours. II. 
The above courses cover dissection of the entire body. This work is carried out ill 
groups of four, each group being assigned a separate room. From time to time table 
demonstrations and quizzes are required. Through this table teaching the student's 
proficiency is increased and calibration of individual progress is made possible. 
e. Embryology.-Brief survey of the fundamental facts of vertebrate develop· 
ment and their application to the problem of human morphogenesis and histogenesis. 
The work on general development is based on the study of the chick and pig; ill 
organology this material is largely supplemented with human tissues. Recitations, lee· 
cures, and laboratory. Total 120 hours. I. 
f. Microscopic- Hisrology.-A systematic study is made of typical preparations 
illustrating the microscopic structure of the various fundamental tissues of the body. 
These are furnished ready for study except in a few cases where fresh and teased 
preparations are used. Human tissues are largely used, supplemented by other 
mammalian tissues, especially where characteristic structure is better shown in that 
form. Lectures, quizzes, and laboratory. Total 88 hours. I. 
g. Microscopic-Organology.-The application of histological methods to the 
study of the organ systems of the body. An individual loan collection representillg 
the best obtainable human material is furnished each student. This is supplemented by 
other mammalian material and a large number of special demonstrations. The blood· 
forming organs and nervous system including sense organs are included in other 
courses. Lectures and laboratory. T otal 90 hours. II. 
h. Microscopic- Neurology.-The gross and microscopic anatomy of the nervous 
system including sense organs. Study is made of the human brain by means of gross 
dissection, gross and microscopic sections, gross and microscopic study of the eye, and 
other sense organs by specially prepared demonstrations. Text and lectures aim to 
integrate the details of laboratory study into functional systems applicable to later 
physiological and clinical studies. Lectures and laboratory. Total 114 hours. II. 
Anatomy-Elective.-
300. Research.-Facilities are available for research on special problems withio 
the field of the department, such work leading to graduate degrees under the rules 
of the Graduate College of the University. 
301. Seminar.-Literature reviews and reports of progress of research in the 
special fields of investigation conducted by graduate students. 
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
Professor Morgulis (Chait·man ) , Instructor Eppstein, Graduate Assistant 
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The aim of the instruction in biochemistry is to acquaint the student with the ele-
mentary facts of this science with special reference to their application to the problems 
of clinical medicine. Much stress is laid on training in the necessary technic and the 
laboratory work affords the students ample opportunity to learn the theory and practice 
of various biochemical methods. 
To further supplement the elementary instruction advanced courses of study arc 
offered to meet the needs of those who desire to extend their study and research in the 
application of the principles and methods of biochemistry to problems of both clinical 
and scientific medicine. 
The courses given in the Department of Biochemistry presuppose preparation in 
inorganic, in organic, and in analytical chemistry, and are designed : ( !) To give funda-
mental training in physiological chemistry as required in the regular curriculum of the 
medical student; (2) to afford students, not candidates for the degree of Doctor of 
Medicine, the means for obtaining the necessary credits for the degrees of Master of 
Arts and Doctor of Philosophy; (3) to extend the facilities of the laboratory for special 
work in selected topics to physicians and students independently of the requirements 
for a degree. All students who are candidates for a degree are expected to attend 
Course 2, unless the content of this course has been covered in an acceptable manner 
elsewhere. 
2. Biological Chemistry.-
a. Physical Chemistry.-In this course various physiological and pathological 
problems are studied from the point of view of the principles of physical chemistry. 
Total 84 hours. First six weeks; five lectures and nine hours of laboratory work per 
week. I. 
b. Biological Chemistry.-Course 2a continued and covers: (a) Descriptive bio-
chemistry, dealing with the composition of biological materials; (b) dynamic biochem-
istry, dealing with the action of enzymes, metabolism, dietetics, urine secretion. Various 
methods for blood and urine analysis are taken up in the practical work of this course, 
and metabolism experiments carried out by the students constitute an important feature 
of the laboratory experience. Total I54 hours. Remaining eleven weeks; five lectures 
and nine hours of laboratory work per week. I. 
Biological Chemistry-Elective.-
300. Research.-Subjects for investiga tion and hours to be arranged individually. 
301. Seminar.- Literature reviews and reports of progress of research in the 
special fields of investigation conducted by graduate students. 
DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLOOY AND SYPHILOLOGY 
Professor Tomlinson ( Chairman), Assistant Professors Cameron, Wilson 
A thorough foundation in dermatology and syphilology is laid by lectures, quizzes, 
and demonstrations. At the University Dispensary the students arc brought in personal 
contact with patients of whom they take entire care under the supervision of the 
attending physician. A large and carefully selected collection of plates and photographs 
is available for lantern use. 
3a. Dermatology.-Clinical demonstration of patients with the various skin lesions, 
together with lectures and quizzes upon etiology, pathology, and treatment. One hour 
weekly. Total 17 hours. II. 
-4. Dermatology and Syphilology.-
a. Dispensary Clinic.- Lcctures and clinics supplementary to Dermatology 3, 
with emphasis placed on the diagnosis and treatment of the more common dermatoses. 
Demonstration of the various clinical manifestations of syphilis, with discussion of 
diagnosis and principles of treatment. One hour weekly. Total 17 hours. I. 
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b. Dispcn.sary.-Four weekly two-hour clinics are held at the University Dis-
pensary. Fourth-year students are assigned to these clinics fo r practical experience in 
the diagnosis of skin diseases and the treatment of syphilis. Four hours weekly. Tota} 
20 hours. I, II. 
c. , euro-Syphilis.- :\'eurological examination and diagnosis of patients in the 
syphilis dispensary clinic, spinal puncture, and fluid examination. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE 
Professors Bliss (Chairman), Allen. Conlin , Hall , Pratt, Skinner (Emeritus), Associate 
Professors Dunn, Niehaus, \V. Thompson, Assistant Professors M. C . .J\ndersen, 
Bean, Kirk , MacQuitld y, McCarth y, Mason, Moody. Moser, Rubnitz, C. Q. 
Thompson, Instructor, Bcbcr, G. N. 13cst, Cloyd, Margolin, ' ickum, 
Prichard, Sharpe, Simmons, C. E. T homp,on, Assistant Instructors 
Frandsen, R. G. Lewi ,, Pinto, Wrigh t, Clinical Assist,in t McCutchan 
2. Internal Medicine.-
a. History Taking and Physical Examination.- Examination of the heart anil 
lungs follows closely the methods recommended in circulars 20 and 21, W.D., S.G.O. 
1917. The class is divided into sections of not more than twelve and, for practical, 
work, each section is further divided into groups of three. T he moving picture, The 
Diagnosis of Tuberculosis, produced by the Instruction Laboratory of the Army Medical 
School, is shown in this course. One hour lecture, two hours demonstration ano 
practice. Total 51 hours. II. 
b. Symptomatology.-Lecture and quiz course. T he essential principles of med· 
icine, the physiology and clinical interpretation of some of the more common symptoms. 
Two hours weekly. Total 34 hours. II. 
3. Internal Medicine.-
a. Physical Diagnosis.-Class is divided into groups, each with its instructor. 
The groups are so alternated that every student comes in contact with each instructor. 
Patients are selected both from the dispensary and the hospital, and an effort is made 
to follow as closely as possible the lectures in junior medicine. In proper sequence the-
modifications of physical examinations, essential in pediatrics, are shown. Two-hour 
clinic. Total 34 hours. I. 
b. Fundamentals of Medicine.- This course consists of a series of special lectures 
on important subjects of medicine, combined with small group quiz sections on text· 
book assignments. One lecture and two quizzes weekly. Total 102 hours. I, II. 
c. Clinical Cl~rk.-Assignmcnt to clinical cases in the hospital for complete his-
tory, physical examination, laboratory tests, progress notes, and presentation at regular 
staff rounds and clinics. Two groups of ten students each are assigned to the University 
Hospital and County Hospital fo r a period of nine weeks, seven hours weekly. Total 
63 hours. I, II. 
d. Hospital and Dispensary Clinics.-Prescntation of selected cases to illustrate 
diagnosis and treatment. Two hours weekly. Total 68 hours. Optional for second-
year medical students. I, II. 
e. Thcrapeutics.-A cours~ in general principles of treatment of disease, 
demonstration of the clinical use of important drugs, prescription writing, treatment of 
emergencies of medicine. One hour weekly. Total 34 hours. Second semester, third 
medical year. First semester, fourth medical year. 
4. Internal Medicine.-
a. Dispensary.-Regular assignment to dispensary clinic, where senior studen!J 
are given assignment and responsibility in the diagnosis and treatment of ambulant 
patients of the type seen in the office. Eight hours weekly. Total 96 hours. I, II. 
b. Out-Call.-Fourth-year students are assigned to answer calls requiring a visit 
to the homes, when the patients are unable to attend the dispensary. Daily supervision 
is maintained and home visits arc made by the attending staff on all difficult or scrioia 
cases. Sixteen hours weekly. T otal 128 hours. I. II. 
c. Hospital Clinic.- Prescntation of selected cases from the hospital service. 
Two hours weekly. T otal 68 hours. I, II. 
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e. Tropical Mcdicine.-Distribution, etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of such 
tropical diseases as are of practical importance to American physicians. The endemiology 
and epidemiolog y of such d iseases with the general and special sanitary measures 
adapted to the prevention, control, and suppression of the same. One hour weekly. 
Total 17 hours. ll. 
f. Medical Review.-Review of medicine based upon current l iterature and 
systematic presentation of diseases. Reference reading assignments and abstracting of 
recent articles. One h our weekly. T otal 17 hours. Il. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE 
Instructors Thomas, Hascall, Spier 
4. Medical Jurisprudence.-The course in Medical Jurisprudence has for its pur-
pose the presentation of medico-legal relationships in order that the student may be 
familiar with that increasingly pertinent phase of professional life and practice. This 
course is a comprehensive survey of the medico-legal field and a detailed analysis and 
study of that science which applies the principles and practice of medicine to the 
elucidation and settlement of legal quest ions which arise in every-day professional 
practice as well as in courts of law. 
Physicians' contracts, general medico-legal relations, identity and survivorship, 
medical legislation, expert testimony, privileged communications, malpractice, and the 
physician's status on quasi-judicial commissions and boards arc some of the subjects 
discussed. Total 17 hours. I. 
DEPARTMENT OF NEURO-PSYCHIATRY 
Professors G. A. Young ( Chairman ) , Associate Professor \Vigton, Assistant Profe,sors 
A. E. Bennett, R. H. Young 
The course in ner vous and mental diseases which extends throughout the th ird and 
fourth medical years aims primarily at giving the student the ability to make a com· 
prehensive neurologic or psychiatric examination of any patient. This is held to be of 
essential importance and implies a working knowledge of the anatomy and physiology 
of the nervous system and of the symptoms resulting from pathological conditions 
affecting the principal centers and tracts. Secondarily, through the rich clinical material 
of the University H ospital and of the psychiatric ward of both the University H ospital 
and the Douglas County Hospital, it gives ample opportunity for fi rst hand contact 
with cases illustrative of the chief types of organic a nd functional nervous diseases and 
of the psychoses. 
2. Neuro-Psychiatry.-
a. Psychology.-A course in medical psychology leading directly to psychiatry. 
One hour weekly. Total 17 hours. ll. 
3. Neuro-Psychiatry.-
b. Psychiatry.-Lcctures and quiz-lectures on the ps1·chose, and feeble-minded 
states; etiology, symptomatology, and trea tment. Total 17 hour,. I. 
c. Neurology.-Lccture, and quiz-lectures covering method, of ca,e taking, 
etiology, pathology, symptomatology, and treatment of the organic and functional 
nervous diseases. Total 17 hours. II. 
d. Clinical Clerk.-Cases from the University Hospital and Douglas County 
Hospital neuro-psychiatric departmen ts are assigned to third-year studems for complete 
case study and presentation before clinics. Six hou rs weekly. Total 24 hours. I, II . 
4. Neuro-Psychiatry.-
a. Hospital Clioic.- In this clinic, cases of neurologic and psychiat ric types :;re 
presented for the purpose of demonstrating the main forms of neurologic and psychiatric 
disorders and to allow a discussion of their treatment and their relations to the field of 
general medicine. Two hours weekly. T otal 68 hours. I, Il. 
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b. Dispensary.-Clinics are held a t the Dispensary to which fourth-year students 
are assigned for practical work in the diagnosis and treatment of ambulant patients. 
A special clinic is held on the sub-normal child. Four hours weekly. Total 16 hours. 
I, II. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
Professors Sage (Chairman), Pollard (Emeritus), Taylor, Assistant Professors McGoogan 
(Secretary) , Moon, Instructors Collins, Findley, Hoffman, Morgan, Stastny, Stearns, 
Assistant Instructor H. E. Anderson, Clinical Assistants M. J. Clark, Rcdgwick 
The instruction in Obstetrics and Gynecology consists largely of practical demonstra· 
tions in the University Hospital, the Dispensary, and the Out-Call Service. In these 
clinics the student is trained in clinical diagnosis and treatment. T he University Hos• 
pita! affords abundant opportunity for the assignment of obstetric cases to members of 
the third-year medical class under direction. The prenatal clinic at the Dispensary pro· 
vides an excellent opportunity for borh third- and fourth-year students to learn the 
proper care of the expectant mother. The out-call or home delivery service is limited 
to four th-year medical students under direct supervision of a member of the obstetric 
staff. Complete written reports of all cases attended are required, and each student 
must have a record of twelve cases of confinement before graduation. 
2. Obstetrics and Gynecology.-
a. Physiology of Pregnancy.-A study of the anatomy and physiology of the 
female genital organs in their relation to normal pregnancy, labor, and the puerperium. 
Physiology and care of the newborn child. Two hours weekly. Total 34 hours. II. 
3. Obstetrics and Gynecology.-
b. Pathology of Pregnancy.-Abnormalities and complications of pregnancy, 
labor, puerperium, and the newborn child. T wo hours weekly. Total 68 hours. I, II. 
c. Clinical Clerk.-A third-year student is assigned to each obstetric case enter· 
ing the University Hospital and is required to fo llow the progress of labor, assist at 
delivery, and maintain a complete record until discharge from the hospital. Six such 
case records are required. As a correlation of maneuvers observed on actual cases in 
the delivery rooms, two hours weekly arc used in practice on the manikin. Six houn 
weekly. Total 24 hours. I, II. 
d. Gynecology.-The study of surgical conditions affecting pregnancy and the 
postpartum period. Lacerations, infections, relaxations, malpositions, and tumors affect· 
ing the uterus. One hour weekly, lecture or clinic. Total 34 hours. I, II. 
4. Obstetrics and Gynecology.-
a. Dispensary.-Fourth-year students are assigned to the Dispensary prenatal 
clinic and the gynecology clinic, where they assist in prenatal care and gynecologic 
examination and treatment. Ten hours weekly. Total 36 hours. I, II. 
b. Out-Call Dcliveries.-Two fourtl1-ycar students are assigned to each home 
delivery. T heir work is carefully supervised by a member of the staff, and they are 
assisted in the home by a competent nurse. Each case is carefully followed during the 
post-natal period and a final report submitted. Six deliveries are required of each 
student. Approximate total time 24 hours. 
c. Hospital Clinic.-This course covers pathological conditions arising from or 
related to the puerperium. Total 34 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Professor Stokes (Chairman), Associate Professors J. H . Judd, Potter, Assistant Professori 
Gifford, Rasgorshek, Instructors Morrison, Steinberg 
3. Ophthalmology.-
a. Medical Ophthalmology.-Didactic lectures in medical ophthalmology, erron 
of refraction, external and internal ocular diseases illustrated with slides, drawings, etc.; 
a course designed to meet the needs of students looking forward to general practice. 
One hour weekly. Total 17 hours. II. 
b. Clinical Clerk. 
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4. Ophthalmology.-
a. Dispensary.---Srudents are regularly assigned to the Dispensary Clinic for 
practical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of eye conditions. Eight houn 
weekly. Total 32 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
Professors Schrock (Chairman), Lord (Emeritus), Assistaat Professor Johnson, 
Instructor Hamsa, Clinical Assistant Tipton 
3. Orthopedic Surgery.-
a. Lecrure Clinic.-Disease of bones and joints, synovial membranes and bursae. 
Congenital, acquired, and disease producing deformities. Prevention of deformities and 
dystrophies with principles of treatment. Illustrated by photographs, slides, etc. One 
hour weekly. Total 17 hours. II. 
b. Clinical Clerk.---Srudcnts are assigned to hospital cases for complete history, 
physical examinations, and progress notes. Total 9 hours. I, II. 
4. Orthopedic Surgery.-
a. Dispensary.-Two weekly two-hour clinics are held at the Dispensary, to 
which fourth-year students arc assigned for practical work in the diagnosis and treat· 
ment of orthopedic cases. Four hours weekly. Total 8 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY 
Professors Wherry (Chairman), Callfas (Emeritus), Potts (Emeritus), Associate Professor 
Rubendall, Assistant Professors Cassidy, J. C. Davis, Instructors Faier, 
Haney, D. K. Judd, Romonek, H. B. Stokes, Clinical Assistant Heine 
3. Otorhinolaryngology.-
a. Diseases of Ear, Nose, Throat, and Larynx.-Use of head mirror taught in 
normal conditions. Student familiarized with different appearances of ear drums and 
conditions underlying them. Common diseases of ear and mastoid. Principles of func-
tional examination of ear. Physiology, general principles of pathology, diagnosis, and 
treatment of the more frequent diseases of the nose, throat, and larynx. One hour 
weekly. Total 17 hours. II. 
b. Clinical Clerk.-Third-year snidents arc a,signed to University Hospital cases 
for complete history, physical examinations, and progress notes. Total 6 hours. I, II. 
4. Otorhinolaryngology.-
a. Dispensary.--Clinics are held three times weekly at the University Dispensary. 
Fourth-year students are regularly assigned for practical work in the diagnosis and 
treatment of ear, nose, and throat diseases. Conferences are held regularly during 
these hours. Six hours weekly. Total 24 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY 
Professor Eggers (Chairman), Associate Professors vVeinberg, Tollman, Assistant 
Professors Gunderson, Wyandt, Instructors Baker, Le Mar, 
Residents Drummond,1 Tanner, Graduate Assistants 
I. Bacteriology.-
a. Medical Bacteriology.-A lecrure and laboratory course on the culrural char-
acteristics, pathogenic properties, etc., of bacteria in general, with special reference to 
those of importance in disease. Total 176 hours. I. 
2. Pathology.-
a. General Pathology.-A lecture and laboratory course on the study of general 
disease processes. It comprises a srudy of the general principles of pathology; a snidy 
of disease processes in detail, in classroom and laboratory. I l 9 hours laboratory, 85 
hours class work. Total 204 hours. II. 
1 Resigned. 
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3. Clinical Pathology.-
b. Clinical Pathology.-A study of systemic disease, with emphasis on correlation 
of pathology and symptoms. The case history method is used, with presentation of 
gross and microscopic pathology. Nine hours weekly: 51 hours lecture, 102 hours 
laboratory. Total 153 hours. I. 
c. Hospital Laboratory.-Regular assignment on clinical clerk service for prac-
tical work in laboratory diagnostic tests under supervision. Eight hours weekly. Total 
32 hours. I, II. 
3. Public Health.-
a. Hygiene.-The relationship between water, food, air, soil, waste disposal, etc., 
and the development of disease in both urban and rural conditions. Reports of inspec-
tion of industrial and public service plants and methods. Total 34 hours. II. 
4. Pathology.-
a. Necropsies.-Fourth year students are assigned to necropsies in succession for 
study and later presentation to the cla,s. Total 20 hours. I, II. 
4. Public Health.-
b. Public Health Administration.- T he relationship between the pract1c10g 
physician and both official and non-official health agencies in hospital and home practice. 
The preparation of social histories. The relationship of environ mental conditions to 
disease and therapeusis. Special methods of preventive medicine as quarantine, im· 
munization, and disinfection. Two hours weekly. Tota l 34 hours. I. 
Pathology and Bacteriology-Elcctive.-
300. Research.-Work for specially qualified students, either in advanced lab· 
oratory procedure or in special problems. 
30 I. Seminar.- Litcrature reviews and reports of progress of research in the 
special fields of investigation conducted by graduate students. 
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS 
Professors Moore (Chaimum), Ham ilton (Emeritus), Associate Professors Hcnske, Jahr 
(Secretary), Instructors C. F. Bantin, E. W. Bantin, G. L. Clark, 
Robertson, Tompkins 
2. Pediatrics.-
a. Diseases of Newborn.--Growth, development, and diseases of newborn. Lee· 
tures and clinics. One hour weekly. Total 17 hours. II. 
3. Pediatrics.-
b. Infant Feeding.- A study of nutrition and diseases of metabolism in the in· 
£ant, with special reference to infant feeding. Two hours weekly. Total 34 hours. I. 
c. Communicable Diseases.- Lectures and quizzes on the communicable diseases 
with special clinics when cases are available for d emonstration. One hour weekly. 
Total 17 hours. II. 
d. Clinical Clerk.-Students are assigned to University Hospital cases for com· 
plete history, physical and laboratory examinations, with requirement of progress notes 
and presentation at staff rounds and clinics. Six hours weekly. Total 24 hours. I, II. 
4. Pediatrics.-
a. General Pediatrics.--General course including lectures on : Contagious dis-
eases, nutrition, heart, kidney, diagnosis of health, respiratory diseases, behavior dis· 
turbances, minor ailments and emergencies, newborn, skin. One hour weekly. Total 
17 hours. II. 
b. Dispensary.- Four weekly two-hour clinics are held at the Dispensary to 
which fourth-year students are assigned for practical work in the diagnosis and treat· 
ment of ambulant cases. All children enter the Dispensary through the pediatric clinics. 
Special clinics are held each week with post-natal, pre-school, and heart patients. Ten 
hours weekly. Total 40 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
Professors McIntyre (Chairman ) , Guenther (Emeritus), Associate Professor A. L. 
Bennett, Assistant Professor Dunn, Graduate Assistants 
The general courses in Physiology and Pharmacology stress the fundamental prin-
ciples underlying living processes. The experimental evidence for present theories 
is examined and the application of these concepts to the study of abnormal physiology 
and to pharmacology is emphasized. Special instruction is provided in advanced phys-
iology and pharmacology for students seeking higher degrees. 
2. Physiology and Pharmacology.-
a. Physiology General Course.-Muscle and nerve, central nervous system, circu-
lation, digestion, metabolism, and special senses. Lectures, demonstrations, and con-
ferences. Total 85 hours. I. 
h. Physiology Laboratory Course.-Practical course rn conjunction with a. Total 
170 hours. I. 
c. Physiology and Pharmacology General Course.-Physiology of the kidney, 
physiology of the autonomic nervous system, physiology of the action of drugs, endo-
crinology, the vitamins, and prescription writing. Lectures, demonstrations, and con-
ferences. Total 85 hours. II. 
d. Physiology and Pharmacology Laboratory Course.- Practical course in con-
junction with c. Total 102 hours. JI. 
Physiology and Pharmacology.--Electives.-
~00. Research.-By arrangement with the Chairman, Associate Professor Bennett, 
and Assistant Professor Dunn. 
301. Seminar.-Literature reviews and reports of progress of research in the 
special fields of investigation conducted by graduate students and research workers and 
fellows. 
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY AND PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Professor Hunt (C!iairman ) , Instructor Mc.·hin, Residents Schmela,1 >ieely, 
Nurse Anderson 
The principles of radiology and physical therapy are presented during the second 
semester of the second medical year and first semester of third medical year by means 
of lectures, demonstrations, and conferences. T he application and clinical correlation 
of rocntgenologic studies are presented during the third medical year in connection with 
the clinical clerkship. A weekly tu mor clinic is conducted in the department by the 
rumor study group which provides correlation of clinical manifestations, histopathology, 
and treatment in the case of individual tumor cases assigned to students in the clinical 
clerk service. 
2. Radiology and Physical Therapy.-
a. Principles of Roenrgenological Diagnosis-One hour weekly. Total 17 hours. 
11. 
3. Radiology and Physical Therapy.-
b. Principles of Radiotheraphy and Physical Therapy.-One hour weekly. Total 
17 hours. I. 
4. Radiology and Physical Therapy-Electives. 
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY 
Professors Keegan (Chairman), Brown, Nilsson, Sheare r, Associate Professors R. R. Best, 
H. H. Davis, Rich, Waters. Weinberg, Assistant P rofessors Bisgard . Groclinsky, 
Johnson, Instructors Hanisch, McAvin, McLaughlin, Murray, Quigley 
The courses in surgery aim to give the student a thorough understanding of the 
principles of surgical pathology, surgical diagnosis, surgical indications and treatment, 
and do not attempt, in the undergraduate courses, instruction in major surgical operative 
tecbnic. Minor surgical technic is taught in the clinical clerk service and dispensary, 
' R,signed. 
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including numerous practical exercises in surgical asepsis. It is intended that the intern 
service prepare the student to perform such operations as would come to the practitioner 
as emergencies or in the course of general work. Preparation for the practice of general 
surgery requires additional post-graduate work as a resident or assistant in surgery. 
3. Surgery.-
a. Fundamentals of Surgery.-A series of special lectures on important subjects 
of surgery, supplementary to the text. Two hours weekly. Total 68 hours. I, II. 
b. Clinical Clerk.-Students are assigned to University Hospital cases for com• 
plete history, physical and laboratory examinations, with requirement of progress notes 
and presentation at staff rounds and clinics. Six hours weekly. Total 24 hours. I, II. 
c. Clinics.-University Hospital. Presentation of selected cases to illustrate cur· 
rent lectures and text book assignments. Practical experience in anesthesia and surgical 
asepsis. One hour weekly. T otal 34 hours. I, II. 
d. Surgical T echnic.-Bandaging, dressings, drains, sutures, closure of wounds. 
Local anesthesia. Total 17 hours. II. 
4. Surgery.-
a. Dispensary.-Regular assignment to dispensary clinics where students arc 
given practical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of ambulant patients. Eight 
hours weekly. Total 32 hours. I, II . 
b. Hospital Clinic.-Presentation of selected hospital cases to illustrate surgical 
diagnosis, operative indications, and post-operative care. Two hours weekly. Total 68 
hours. I, II. • 
c. Clinical Anatomy.-Clinical aspects of regional and systemic anatomy by 
means of lantern slides and lectures. One hour weekly. Total 17 hours. I. 
d . Fractures and Dislocations.-A lecture, quiz, and demonstration course on 
fractures and dislocations. X-ray diagnosis with application of splints and casts. One 
hour weekly. Total 34 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
Surgery-Electivc.-
300. Rcsearch.- Work fo r speciall y qualified students on problems in special 
fields of investigation. 
301. Seminar.-·Literature reviews and reports of progress of research in special 
fields of investigation. 
DEPARTMENT OF UROLOGY 
Professor Edwin Davis (Chairman), Assistant Professor Owens, Instructors Adams, 
Martin, Clinical Assistant Di~tefano 
3. Urology.-
a. Fundamentals of Urology.-Lectures and clinics on diseases of the urogenital 
system. One hour weekly. T otal 17 hours. II. 
b. Clinical Clerk.-Students are assigned to University Hospital cases for com· 
plete case study. Total 6 hours. I, II. 
4. Urology.-
a. Dispensary.-Two clinics are held each week to which students are assigned 
for practical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of urogenital diseases. Four 
hours weekly. Total 12 hours. I, II. 
m. Electives. 
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INTERNSHIP APPOJN TMENTs- 1 9 38 S ENIORS 
Name: Home Address 
Anderson, John Sheridan . .. .. . . . . ... . . •.. . . . • • ...... Grand Island 
Immanuel Hospi tal, Omaha, Nebraska 
Aycrs
1 
LeRoy Judson, B.Sc. in Med. 1936 .. . .... . . . . . .. . .. . . , , .... . . .. . . .. . .. O maha 
Clarkson Hospital, Omaha. Nebraska 
Batty , John Langdon.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ......... . . .. . . .... . . McCook 
Billings Memorial Hospital, Chicago, Illinois 
Bayles
1 
\Vcsly Lyman, A .B. 1934, Brigham Young Unive rsity. . . . . . . .... . Blanding, Utah 
University of Nebraska Colkge of Medicine Hospital, Oroaha, Nebraska 
Bitner, Chris Ursinus, B.Sc. 1938. . .......... .. . . .. . .... . . .. ..... Lincoln 
Univers ity Hospital, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Blume, Donald Berthold . . . . . . ... .Emerson 
Har tford Municipal Hospi ta l, Hartford, Conn. 
Brock, Elmer Henry, B.Sc. 1935.... . . . . . . . . .. .... . . .. . .. , . . .. . .. .... . . Omaha 
Milwaukee County General Hospital, Milwaukee, W is . 
Carlson, Emery Wi lbur, B.Sc. 1931, Bethany College. . . . . . . . . . . . ..• . , .. • . ... . . . Omaha 
Trinity Hospital, Kansas City, Missouri 
Ccdarblade, Vincent Gustave, B.Sc. in Med. 1936. . . . . . . .. . . 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine Hospita l, Omaha, Nebraska 
Colbert, Morgan Russell, B.Sc. 1936. 
Methodist Hospi tal, Omaha, Nebraska 
Currier, W ilber Dale, B.Sc. 1937. 
Kings County Hospital, Long lsland College Division, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Day, William Albert. 
Hurley Hospital, Flint, Michigan 
De.Long, Henry Livesey 
. . . . Loomis 
. .. ~Lincoln 
. . . Morrill 
. .Oshkosh 
.Omaha 
I mmanuel Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Diamond, Leo L., B.Sc. in Med. 1937. . . ... . ... ... . .. ......... . .. . . Omaha 
Jewish Hospital, Cincinnat i, Ohio 
Dornberger, George Raymond, B.Sc. in Med. 1935 . . . . . . . ... 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine Hospita l, Omaha, Nebraska 
Emmert, Max Walter, Jr ., B.Sc. 1938 . 
St. Louis City H ospital, St. Louis, Missour i 
Hawlick, Garfield Francis, A.B. 1934, Doane College .... 
.Omaha 
.Omaha 
. . . Crete 
Colorado General Hospital, Denver, Colorado 
Heilman, Robert Max. . ... . .... . \Vest Point 
St. Luke's Hospital, Denver , Colorado 
Hill, Walter Ray, B.Sc. 1928, \Vash.bur n College; M.A. 1930, Unive rsity of Colo rado. . .... Omaha 
Univers ity of Nebraska College of Medicine Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Hirschfeld, Beryl, B.Sc. 1936. .North Platte 
St. Anthony's Hospital, Denver, Colorado 
Holmes, William Esburn, A.B. 1933 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Taylor 
Immanuel Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Holoubek, Joe Edward, B.Sc. 1937. . . . . . . . . .Clarkson 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine Hospital , Omaha, Nebraska 
Impey, Char ks Ches ter.. . .. . .. . . . Omaha 
Southern Pacific Hospital, San Francisco, Calif. 
Johnson, Elgie Karl . . .... . ...... . 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine Hospirnl, Omaha, Nebraska 
Johnson, Elmer Bernard, B.Sc. in Med. 1938. 
K ings County Hospita l, Brooklyn, New Yo rk 
Johnson, Franklyn Henning, B.Sc. 1936 . . . . . . 
St. Vincent's Hospital, Portland, Oregon 
Karrer, Rush William, B.Sc. in Med. 1937 .... 
lmmanucl Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Kennedy, John Charles, B.Sc. in Med. 1936 . . . 
. .. Omaha 
. .. Omaha 
. .. Lincoln 
. .... Benedict 
.Omaha 
Univers ity Hospital, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Kerbel, Adolphe Joseph, B.Sc. in Med. 1938. . . • , • .. . .. .•. .. . .. Omaha 
St. Vincent's Hospi tal, Portland, Oregon 
Klabencs, Frank Joseph, B.Sc . in Med. 1938. 
Methodist Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Koehne, Freder ick Dec, A.B. 1934.. . .. 
St. Vincent's Hospital, T oledo, Ohio 
Lindell, Edward Ernest, B.Sc. 1930, Hastings College. . . ..... ....... . 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Macumber, Harold H aze, B.Sc. in Med. 1935. . .... 
C leveland City Hospital, Cleveland! O hio 
Malony, William Robert, B.Sc. in Med. 1938. . . . 
Vancouver General Hospital, Vancouver, B. C. 




. .. Omaha 
.Omaha 
. .. Bertrand 
Columbia Hospital, Mi lwaukee, Wisconsjn 
MaxJicld, Jack Eldred, A.B. 1934, Grinnell College. . • •.... . • • • .. .. .. .. . 01nah.1 
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan 
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Name: 
Miller, Donald Wesley .... 
United States J'\a,·y 
~lodlin, Herbert Charles, B.Sc. in ~led. 1935 
t;ni\"ersity of :,..:ebr.aska College of ~tcdicinc: Hospital, Omah3, :'\ebrask3 
Modlin, John James, B.Sc. 1936 
Monuc:ll r.cncr::d llo~pital. :\{ontrcal, Canada 
Moore, Orville Morris, B.Sc. in ~led. 1936. . ... .. ... ..... . 
\'ancomcr General Ho~pital, \'ancou\'Cr, B. C. 
:-eclr, On is A., B.Sc. 1938 .... 
:\kthndist Hospit:tl. Omaha, ~c:br:iska 
O'Connor, Kenneth Anthony. A.B. 1937: B.Sc. 193S 
Fitkin :\kmori3l Ho~pi1:1.I. ?\ernunc:, i\cw Jersey 
Olsson, Pa11l Bryant , B.Sc. 1936 . 
Swc:di\h Hospital, Seattle, \\',Hhington 
Osheroff, William, B.Sc. in ~led. 1935: A.~!. 193S 
Queen's Hospital, >."cw York City, ~- Y. 
Park . Charles Lichen, A.B. 1931 
Yonkers General Ho!-pital, Yonkers, >."cw York 
Pedersen, P.,ul :\lilton . . . . .. .. ............. • , . , .. 
Californi.1 Hospital, Lo, Angcks:, Californi:t 
Peterson, \Vendcll Case, B.Sc. )938 . . . .....•..• ......•........ Fai 
St. Joseph's Ho~rit:il, Om:ah:i, ~ebr;,.ska 
Pierson, Roy Frcdolph . . . . . . . . . . 
Clark~un Hospit:11, Omaha, ~thraska 
Pizer. ~fanin Irwin. B.Sc. 1936 
Cedars of Ld,;1non Hmpit:il. Los Ans::C"ks. California 
Poner. Rich3rd Carney, B.Sc. 1932, ~cbraska \\'cslnan t:'ni,·crsit~· . . . . ........•••......•. 
Dcl.tw.irc Hospit.11, \\'ilmingt0n, Delaware 
Jlt:1k, Lun-iir Louis, B.Sc. in :--.tcd. 19J6 .. ......... .. .. . 
Pro,·incial Ro)•al Juhilte J1o,;:pit:d, Victoria, B. C. 
P)'lc, Ross Campbell, B.Sc. 1930, llrnin~s Collcrc ... . ... ... .... Pawnee Ci 
S:m Diego Conni\· General JJospital, S:tn Diego, C:ilifornia 
Raitt, Albert Edward, B.Sc. 1934, ~lidland Collc~c ............... ... , , .• , .. North 
Cl.ukwn Hospit:tl, Omaha, :--:tbraska 
Recd, Delbert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .....• , .. . . , ... , . , .. , Ans 
Goo<l Sam:iritan l lospit:tl. Ponl:rncl, Oregon 
Reeder, Rohen Chace, n.~c. in :--.led. 1937 .... . , , ......•..... Fre 
)lassachm:C"tt~ ;\lcmorial llo.,pital. B0s1on, ~fassachuseus 
Richards, Francis Lee, A.B. 1932. Do.me College . . ........... , . , . , .. Ash 
University of ?\ebraska College o( Medicine 1-JosphaJ, Omaha, Nebraska 
Rosenbaum, Edward E., D.Sc. in ~!c<i. 1936 . . ......... .. . 
Jewish Jlo.\pi t :11 of St. Louis, St. Louis, ~lissouri 
Ross. Donald, A.B. 193~. Grinnell Collc~c ....... ..... ........ . 
Uni\'crsity of :,.:ebuska Colle.cc of :--.ledicine Hospital. Omaha, l\'cbraska 
Salsburg, Herbert Eugene ......... . ............ 0 
,·ancouver General Ho,pital , Vancou\'cr, B. C. 
Seng, Willard George, B.Sc. 1936 . . . . . . . . .... 
University of :'\ebrask:i College o( ~1cdicinc Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska 
Shafer, James Kokcn, A.fl. 1935 . . ...... .. ... ... . 
t.:nitc<l States f'uhlic Hcahh Scnicc, Seattle. \Vashinston 
Stappcnbcck, Alfred Paul, B.Sc. 1938 ....... ........................ B 
Columbus Hospit31, Seattle, \Vashington 
Stearns, lT. Ivan, B.Sc. in ~led. 1937 .......... • •••.. . .... Beaver 
California Hospital , l..o!i Angeles, Californi:t 
S1ill. Richud Mathias, ,\.B. 1931 
Emanuel Hospital , Portland, Oregon 
Stone, Vcan ~!clford, B.Sc. 1936 .. . ..... ......... . ..... . .. , ....... Colcri 
Swedish Hospital, Seattle, \Vashing-t0n 
Siru,·c, Edgar Elmer, B.Sc. 1935 .. 
Gor~:u I lospital , :\neon, Panama Cana] Zone 
Tanner, Frank Harold, B.Sc. 1936 . .. ........................... 0 
Uni,-crsity of :'\ebra~k:i College of :--.lcdicinc H ospital, Omah:t, Xebrask:t 
Taylor, Ross VanValkcnburg, A.B. 1935 .. .. . . . . . .. . . ................................ 0 
Alh:rny Hospital, Alban)•, New York 
Thompson, Ronald \Vilmer, A.B. 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . ..... ...... .. .. . Lin 
Cit\' 1 lospital of Akron, Akron, Ohio 
Topp, OlCcrt \Vinchcr, B.Sc. 1933, Unin:rsity of \Vroming .. .........•.....••..... Has 
Roper I lospnal, Charleston, South Carolina 
Warrick, Floyd Glenn, A.B. 1933.. .. ... .... ........ ..... .... . .. 0 
~kthoclist H ospital, Omaha, 1'cbraska 
Weber, Clarence Roland, A.8. 1935, B.Sc. in Med. 1938. 
S1. Alexis Hospi1al, Cle\'eland, Ohio 
\\"cstcrbcck, Murray Otto J.... .... . . . .. . . . .. ... .. . 
Huntington \1cmori:il I lospital. P:uaden:i. C:ilifornia 
Youngstrom, Clarence Swan, B.Sc. 1932. Montana Siate College: B.Sc. in ~led. 1938 .... Billings, Moo 
U. S. Pul>hc Health Scr\'ice, Staulc, \\"ashington 
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R EGISTER or: STt.; DE:-.<Ts- [ 938-39 
IN O'.\!AHA 
FOURTI I ,IEJ)ICAL YE,\!{ 
Andrews, Harry Hubbard . 
Barber, Herbert Gordon . .. 
Barton, Robert Eli . . 
Beckwith, Harry Spencer ... . 
Binkley, Edward Llord, Jr .. 





Black, Eugene \Voodrow. . . Gering 
Blair. James Berl.... Broken Bo,\! 
Blair, Ralph Ledwich. Broken Bow 
Brewer, Thomas \Vaync . Lincoln 
Brott, Clarence Raymond . . J::i.nscn 
Bruce, \Voodward \Vill iam . . Holdrege 
Bucholz, Donald John . . .Omaha 
Burr, Neil Maynard. Guide Rock 
Bush, Stuart Kahni . Sidney 
Cannon, Edward Mich::tu. . .... Omaha 
Carp, Oscar.... . . . Om:i.h:i. 
Cimfel, Adolph Bohumil Cl:i.rkson 
Corpe-, Keith \V.. .F:i.1rbi.1ry 
Crellin, Henry Graham . Lyons 
Da"ies, Dale Henley. . . Fremont 
Davies, Louis Tookcy .. Omaha 
Oilworch, Vlarrcn ?.·lillcr . . ...... Omah;1 
Drake, Ellet Haller . . . . . . . . . . . . LincOln 
Easley, John Hoagland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Erbes, John.. . . .. . . ... . Bayard 
£,,erett, Marjor ie Marie .. . Scottsblufl 
Ewing, Ben Edw:1rd . . . .. ~l::i.dison 
Fc:usner, Henry Douglas . .... ...... ..... . Bertrand 
Freed, Alben Edward 01naha 
Gass, Charles Craig K('arney 
Gilmore, John Edwin. :,.turray 
Hn.nkins, Charles Robert. Omaha 
Harris, Albert Molzahn Om;1h.1 
fllwki ns, Robert Crosse tt II .. . . . . . . . . . . Butte 
Hoekstra, Clarence Schcie. . \Vood Ri\'cr 
Hollis·ter, ~ :nhanicl Rogers ... . Irvington 
Iv ins, John C>•rus Crawford 
Johnson, Wilbur Edward ... Valentine 
Johnson. William Andrew.. . Omaha 
Kimmell. William Frank. . ... McCqok 
K ing. Thomas Albro. . . ... . . . York 
Krausnick, Keith. . . . \Vauncta 
LaTowsky, Leroy William. . Omaha 
Lloyd. Robert Earl. . .... . .... ...... ... Omaha 
Lot man, H arry Alfred . . . . . . . L incoln 
Loudon . J1mes Ddoss.... . .. Omaha 
LO\·grcn, Robert Ellsworth. . .. Omaha 
Lucke)', Clarence Andrew .. . . Columbus 
:\tarcy. Deane Sidner . . Har Springs 
'.\{eeskc, John ~kier . . . . . . \Vest Point 
Melcher. \Villis Arthur .... . . ... Omaha 
Moore. Harlon Erncrson . .. . Bennett 
~fussclman, ~[erle ~[c:S,:eil. Om;lha 
Keihricf, ~1tlton ;'\clson.. . . .. . . .. . Om:iha 
Pauon. John Erwin . . . . . .Omaha 
Rathbun, Sanford ~1'.acArthur . Fremont 
Rhea, ~iark Richa rd . . ... Arlington 
Sch:icfcrs, Ril:hard Henry.. .Om::i.h:1 
Schmidt. Rudolph George...... Deshler 
Schock, Robert Harry .... . . . . .. F,dls City 
S ic\'ers. Rudolph Frederick .. ... .. Scribner 
Smid1 , ~f.1rr K.:nhcrinc ... ?':orth Bend 
Sonderegger, ~forns Arthur. Beatrice 
Strough. J.:i\'crn Craig . . . .. Ik:nrice 
Srdow. Henry A. . ..... Onuha 
\\'arnkc, RobC'rt D.1niel ............ ~(ilford 
Wicks trom, Jack Kenneth . . .OmahJ. 
\Vills, Bcnncn Ch;1rles ... Parco, W)•O. 
\\" in,::ctt, \Vcndcll Thomas Scousblu!T 
\:Vi ntcr, Robert C.1rl .. .. .. \Vcstcrn 
THIRD :-IFOIC.'\L YE.\R 
Armbrust, \V:iltcr Alwin Georg.. . Omaha 
Ayres, Maurice Joyce . . . . . Omaha 
B:iker, Wallace Edgar... . . . . . . . . . . Boise, Idaho 
Barr. Joseph H:-irold .. P.1. wnce Cit>' 
Bonniwell, Charles Mcrvil Lincoln 
Brenneman, Jacob James. ~( ilfor<l 
Brinkman, Herman Ilcnrr. Omaha 
Brown, Kenneth WinslOn... . .. . Fairmont 
Butler, Nor\'ille Lawrence. . ....... . . Lincoln 
Carpenter, \Vaync \Vcbster . . .. Beatrice 
Casebeer, Robert Lawrence . Yo rk 
Ccrv, Ernest Anthony . . Gregorr, S. Dak. 
Chait, Sidney A.. . Omaha 
Civin, W. Harold . . . , . . .Orn3.ha 
Cochran, Robert Morris. . Lincoln 
Cook, Alfred Lyman .. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . Om3ha 
Cork le, Robert F'rancis . . . . .. . Omaha 
Cullen. Richard Corbin . .. . ..... . .. . .. . .. Lincoln 
Day, Robert Jerome. . . . . . . . . . . . . Omaha 
Deakin , Thomas \Villiam. . .Omaha 
Deweese., \Vilford Joel. Lincoln 
Eason, Edith .. . . Korth Bend 
Farner, John Edgar . Stuart 
Fishbach, Robert Henry. . .1'."orfolk 
Fuqua, Philip Andre w. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hemingford 
Camble, Jess Franklin. . Fe. Omah:"1 
Glenn, William Vincent. . . . .. Falls City 
Grabow, Henry Chris ... Omaha 
Haffke, Oscar William ...... Omah:"1 
Hardy, Arthur Boydston. Sidney 
Har\'ey, Harmon Thomas . . Lyons 
Heinke, John Paul. . r--:ebraska City 
Heise, Carl Augustus, Jr. . . . Missouri V:1lky1 Ia . 
Herrmann, \" ictor Adam. 
Hillyer, Robert Antoine 
Hol)•oke. John B.1rtlett 
John.,.on, Frank Gilbert. 
Kantor, Julius Max .. 
Knauff, Harry Alnn 
Knox, John Frederick. 
Log:i.n, William Pierce 
Long, Robert St:1nlcr . . 
Loseke, Lucile El ise. 
Lynn. Vincent Sieber. 
~kl llccc, Raymond Cronin. 
~fc\Vl1orter. Stuart Johnson . 
Mangum, Thomas Emmett. 
~anin, Gordon Mather 
Morgan, Robert James 
,\.forton, Cynthia Trammell . . 
i •fossman, Frank Da'"id 
Kcwcomb, \Vendell James 
Nucrnberger, Robert Earle. 
Nye. Dan A tchison . . . . 





Cheyenne, \Vyo . 
. . . Mahaska, K:lns. 
.. . . . .. . .. . . . Omaha 
... Omaha 
..... Grand Island 
Columbus 
.Ohiowa 
. .. Lawrence 
. ........ Hastings 
.Nampa , Idaho 
.Lincoln 
. . ....... Omaha 
.Omaha 
. . Omiiha 
. . . . Spokane, \V;ish. 
. . .... : ... Wakefield 
Panzer . Joseph Clarence Edward. 
Pfeiffer, lblph Burton . 
. ........ Lincoln 
.. O'Neill 





...... . Om:lha 
. ..... Clarkson 
Omaha 
. .. . Scottsbluff 
.... Norfol k 
Phillips. Beth Roberta. 
Randoll. Rcg in,ld Clark 
Richa rds 1 Charles Ersk ine. 
Rosenbaum, \\'illiam ~L 
Ruzicka. Lawrence Joe 
Schonberger. Stanley. 
Shambcrg, Alfred Harold 
Slaughter, Howard Clarence .. 
Slaugh ter, John Clark . .. . . . . .. . .. Nocfolk 
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Sommer, Melvin Lawrence .. . . . .. • .... . ... Omaha 
Sorensen, Clarence Nicholas. . . . . . • • . . . . . Bancroft 
Spradling, Richard Lee... .. . .. . LincOln 
Stewart, f'rank Ashbrook . . . . . ... •.. ..... . . . Ediar 
Stewart, Hubert Clare .. ...... . ... . . . .. .... . Ea_gle 
Stuart, Charles Campbell ......• •... . .. .. .. Omaha 
T eal, Philip Russel. . . . .. .. .. •• ...... . Lincoln 
Townley, Robert Hadley . .... ..•.. . .. .. . Kenesaw 
Trumbull, i\krlin Lee . .... ... • •. ..... ... .. Omiha 
Vesc:::ly, Francis Vaclav . ... .. ... •. ........ . Bennet 
Wolf, <?Iare Coulter ..... . ....... •.. .. .. .. Linc~ID 
SECOND MEDICAL YEAR 
Alder, Verne Hugo . ..... .. . . . .. . ......... O 'Neill 
Anderl, Vernon Krueger ... ... . . .... . .. David City 
Anderson, Leo Eugene . .. .. .... . .•....... , .. Y~rk 
Babbitt, Clifford Howard ..•...•.... .. ... Minatare 
Bach, Stanley Mon rad .. ... ..... • , .. . .. . ..... Blair 
Bai Jey, Nicholas Edward . ...... . ..... Broken B9w 
Barr, Carl Cecil. .. ... . ......... ... ... ... .. Tilden 
Bartos, Paul Victor . . ...• .... .. .... . . .. .. . . Omaha 
Biglin, Robert Francis ... . .. . ............. O'Neill 
Blizard, Eldon Ch3rles . . . .. . ........ Aurora 
Brown, John Andrew 111 . . ..... Washington, Ka ns. 
Hunting, Louis George ... ...... . . . .... . . Belvidere 
Chamberlain, Robert Ward ......... . Grand Island 
Chism, Carl Eugene .... ................ Valparaiso 
Clark, Jean ....... .. ... . ............... Cha1ipell 
Copsey, Harvey Gayle .......... • . . . .. Broken Bow 
Crook, Guy Harman.. . . .. . . . Falls City 
Drew, Roger Trafton . .. . ....• .. ....... . .. Lincoln 
Embick, James Franklin .................. . Laurel 
Finley, Robert Halbert .. .... . • ... ......... Omaha 
Flebbe, Richard Arthur ...... . . ..... . North P.lattc 
Friesen, Harold F .. ..... . .... . ........ . Henderson 
Gessford, Howard Henderson ............. . Arthur 
Goss, Frank Arthur ... . . . .. . . .. .. ......... Omaha 
G ray, \Villiarn, Jr.. . . .. . ... ... Om~ha 
Grecnslit, F'rank Stewart . .... •• ........ . . Lincoln 
Gridley, Lawrence James.... . .. . . . Om~ha 
Hardt, George \ViJliam .. .. . . ....... Hastings 
Hasty, Robert Charles. . . . .. .. Omaha 
Hill, Kathryn Dodds . . ......... Council Bluffs, Ia. 
Hirschmann, Jerome Herbert .. . ... . . . .... . Om~ha 
Hollister, \Villiam Gray. . . . . . . . . . . . .Lincoln 
Holmes, Lee Chader.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . H ordville 
H ltbler 1 David Meredith . . . . .... .. .. Omaha 
Imes, Loren Edwin .... ... .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. Cozad 
Kerr, Harold Harper . .... . . .. •• • . ..... Akron, Ia. 
Koutsky, Joseph John . .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. . Gretna 
Krieg, Jacob. . . • .. ... ... .. ..... Henry 
Lierman, Clifford Earl . . . . . ... Cunis 
Lightbody, Kenneth A .... .. . . . .......... .. Crete 
Lutgen, Joe Grier . . ..... .. .. • ........ . .. .. Wayne 
McFee, John Lewis . . .... . . . ... . .. ....... ChapJl(U 
McGinnis, Kenne th Tidyman .. ... .. . ..... . ... Ord 
Marsh, Charles Lafayette . . ...... . . ... .... . . Valier 
Matson, Guy Melvin, Jr.. . .... ..... .. .. .Omahi 
Merselis, Harold Kenneth .. . .. .... . . .. North Bend 
Morris, Robert Earl. .. . .. . ... ............ Frcm~ 
Nelson, Alvin Thomas . ... .. . .. .. Hyattville, Wyo. 
Novak, Joseph John . .. ... . ....... .. ... ... Howclh 
Nutzman, \Villiam Edwin . ....... . ...... Has1iop 
Olewine, Joseph Stewart. . . . .. . ••... ..... . Lincola 
Otto, Claude Wilbur . . . . . ... ... .. . • ...... . Aurora 
Peck, Willard Raymond . ..... . ...... ..... . Onuhi 
Penry, Richard E.. . . ... .. . .... . ..... Belgrade 
Perelman, Harry . . . .. . . . . ...... • .• . ... ... Omaha 
Peterson, Paul Leland ... ............ .. .... Gcnm 
Pilling, Matthew A .. . ... .. .... ... .. .. .. . . . Omalu 
Potter, Stanley Ernest. .. .. .. •.... •• . . .. .. . Omaha 
Purvis, Do nald Frederick . ... ... .. ...... Fullcriot 
Redfern, \Vi lliam Earl .. .... . . • • .. .. .. .. .. Marion 
Reiner, \Valtcr M.. .Onuhl 
Reuben, Ronald. . . .• . ... . ....... 0~ 
Scott, Nathan Charles . . . .... . .... . . . . ..... 0~ 
Senter, Vance Edward , .. .. . .... . .. . .. . ... Onu.ha 
Shepard, Robert Deems . .. .. .• . . ... . Nebraska Ci~ 
Sh irey, Paul Francis ... . ...• . . . . ... ..... LinCOO 
Staley, Sanford Orville ... .. • . .. . . .. ... Stromsborf 
Stoll , Edw:ud Manning .. . .. Linc-0!:i 
Stoltz, Charles Rodney.. . .... Ori 
Stowe, Harold Robert. . . . . ... . Council Bluffs, It. 
Surber, Estel George . .. .. .. . . .......... .. Norfolk 
Swenson, Samuel August, Jr.. . . . ... .. .WallSl: 
Venner, Robert Browning. . ... . Histiilgs 
Voyles, Glenn Quintin . . .... . .. . .Omata 
Wagner , Corru1h John . . . ... ........ .. .. .. 01ll211 
Wendland, John Prentice . ..... . . .. . ..... . . Om,b, 
White, Charles Marvin . . . . . . .. Sutherlwd 
Wiley, Clare Cottrell. ... .... •. .... .. ... . Impcriil 
\ Vi llson, Julius Langson . . . . ... . . •• .. .... .. Om.aha 
\Vi lson, }ohn Maur ice .... ... ... .. , . .. ... .. Onubl 
\Vilt , Burton Sinclair . .. ........ .... .... .. Omaha 
\Vright, Glenn Randolph .. . ... .. • ... . .. . . Linc~!· 
FIRST MEDICAL YEAR 
Adler, Ethel Irene ......... . .. ... ......... Omaha 
Altman, Richard Fortune . . . ....... . .. .... . Om;iha 
Anderson, Gustave Theodore ... .. . , . . North Platte 
Ashby, Charles Ferg ... ... ... ... ........ Fairmont 
Baer, James....... . ... . .......... .. . ... O~aha 
Bellamy, Donald Fordyce ... .... . .... .. Cambridge 
Bennett, Maxine.... . . ... .... •..... Cambridge 
Bennett, Wilbur Keith . . . . . Omaha 
Blome, Vernon Louis. . ... • ...... . . . . F'omanelle 
Bolkcr~ Norman .............. . . .. ...... . Om~ha 
Bradshaw, Robert Bruce .. ..... . .... . .... . Omaha 
Brendel, Richard Fredrick..... .... . . . Murray 
Bushman, Louis Bernard .. . . ... • .......... Omaha 
Carns, John William..... . .... .. . .. . . .Omaha 
Carr, Rex • 'ele . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Coe, Loyd William... ...... .. Wakefield 
Conry, Erwin Leroy ... Omaha 
Cowlishaw, Howard C .... . .... . . Kemmerer , W"yo. 
CuJlen, George Junior ... ... .. .... .... .... Lincoln 
Dalton, Robert Larry . . . . . .. . Poiter 
Davidson, Thomas Hayes. . ... Casper, \Vyo. 
Diamantis, Louis Hatzc ........ . .......... Omaha 
Douglas, Philip Francis . . . . ... •... . .... .. .. Clai-ks 
Drown, Roger Ernest. . . . .. Se'l\-'tfd 
Dyhrberg, N orm:tn Edward .Cumberland Center,Mc. 
Filley, Vernon \Varner .... ......... .... .. Lincob 
Garner , Fay Lorenzo . . ... . Sewul 
Gill, Patrick McCarren . .. . . . . ... .... . ..... Omali 
Gogela, Louis James ... ...... ... ........ .. Omali 
Graham, Joseph Eugene . ......... .. . .... . . OOWII 
Griess, Donald Ferdinand . .. . . .. . . . • • .. ... Lincola 
Hansen, Hodson Arthur .. ..... . .. • • ...... Minda 
Hansen, Theodore ~farcus .. ... . .... . ... . .. , .Bbr 
Harb, Fred Junior . .. ......... ...... ...... Omali 
Harvey, Alexander. ..... . .. ...... Fremor 
Hawkins, Fred Bowen . . . . . ....... . . ..... ... Biitr 
H ildebrand, Herbert Carl, Jr... . . . . . . . . . .Omahr 
HildebrJnd, Howard Hadden . .. . .. • .... . . . . . Yod: 
Hornberger, Evans Zack . . . . . ... ... ... .. .. . ODWI 
Johnson, George Nick . . .... .... . . O~ 
Johnson, Richard Molrzc:n . . .. . . Santa Cruz, Cali 
Jones, Harold W illiam .. . ... . . . .... . .... ... Poix, 
Kuhlmann, Lawrence Bernard . . . .. ODWI 
Lamb, Kenneth Benger..... . . Calla1111 
Lammel, Harry George ..... .. . .... . .... Plymd 
Lauridsen, James. . . .. ... , . . . . ... .... Callan 
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l aytin, Adolph Ervin . .... . • ...... • ... .. .. Omaha 
Link, Vance Eugene... . .. . ...... . . ... .Eustis 
McGee, Millard Blair . . .. . . . . . .. .... . . .Om~ha 
May, Albert Ivan .. . .. . ....•.... .. , .Crete 
Meie r, Duane Alva ... . .. . . ...•... .. . . .. .. Lincoln 
Morrow, Lloyd Adolph..... .... . . . . . .. . Seward 
Murdoch, James, Jr.... . .Lincoln 
Myrabo, Arnold Kenneth ......... Canton, S. D3.k. 
Nelson, John Cassius... . . . . Omaha 
Ovcrmiller, \Vilbur. . .. YOrk 
Paul, James Richard. . . .. . . . , . ...... . . Lincoln 
Paulson, Hubert Oscar .. ... • .. . . ,, . . .... . Lincoln 
Pederson, Earl Stanley ... . . .. . .... ... ... .. oinaha 
Penner, Donald Henry. . .. .... Beati-ice 
Peter, Frank John. . . . . Turlock, Calif. 
Place, George Edgar . . . . . Lincoln 
Placek, Louis Thomas. . ... Columbus 
Proffitt, Jonas Alfred.. . . ... Hastings 
Prouty, Margaret Jo.... . .... . .... . Lincoln 
Radda, Paul Lafayette. . Omaha 
Redfield, John Josiah. . North Platte 
Rider, Harmon Ell iott . . . .. ... .. Lincoln 
Roock, Paul Carl. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. Utica 
Salyards, John \Vi)Jjam . ............ . .Omaha 
Sass, Louis De Wald .. . . . . . . El~in 
Schilke, Ell iott William ...... , , . • . . . . . . . Daykin 
Schufcldt, Dean. . • .....• , . .... H yannis 
Scott, Paul .Milton ... . .. . . ...•• . • ... . .. . ... Co;ad 
Skokan, William ... ... .. ... . .. ... .... . .. Verdigre 
Smith, Edward Joseph ... .. • ....•... ..... . Omaha 
Spar, Arthur Aaron . . . ... •.. ...•... .... . Omaha 
Sprague, Laver n D. . Chadron 
Stanfield, Clyde Everett. . . ... Cheyenne, W"yo. 
Stappenbeck, Richard Frederick .. . .... . . .Brock 
Stowell , T heodore Franklin. .Lincoln 
Stuart, Robert Leo ... .... ......... .. . .. Lexill_gion 
Tatelman, Maurice...... . Omaha 
Taylor, Edwin · Lawrence. . .. York 
Thompson, Lynn Wirt ........ , ... . . . ..... Omaha 
Troia, Charles Sebastiano . . . .. . ....... .... O maha 
Tyner, George Junior. .Omaha 
Van Ackeren, Eugene George .. .. .. .. Cedar Rapids 
\Villiams, Norman Leslie . . . . San Francisco, Calif. 
\Vintz, Richa rd Anthony. . . . ... Rantj.olph 
Zents, Leo James. . . . . . . ... . .. Omaha 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Bucholz, Donald John........ ... . . . .. . . . . Omaha 
Burke, John Charles. . .. .... . • .•.. ...• .. Oin3.ha 
Davies, Louis Tookcy. .Omaha 
Eagle, Frank Lewis. . . ... Fremont 
Finlayson, Alister Ian. . , . . . . .. Omaha 
Gardner, Helen Elizabeth .. , .. K imbrae, Minn. 
Lewis, Murray Da\'id .. . .. . Sudbury, Ont., Canada 
Modlin, Herbert Charles . . . . . . ... Omaha 
Schmela, \Voodrow \ \Tarner .... . Norfolk 
Schonberger, Stanley Herbert. . ............ Om.iha 
Sievers, Rudolph Fred . . . . . ... . Scribner 
Taylor, \Villis Heacock, Jr . ... . ... . ..... . .. Olnaha 
Wagner, Jacob C. .... . . .. Mina tare 
\Vhiston, Gordon Charles ....... , ......... . Omaha 
REGISTER OF STUDENT S- 1938-39 
IN LINCOLN 
FOURTH PRE-MEDICAL YEAR 
Anderson, Gladys Virginia . . .. . \Vaverly 
Anderson, James Burns .. . ..... Lincoln 
Balding, Willard Varc..... . Lincoln 
Boye, Arthur John. . ..... Ocheyedan·, ·1a. 
Cattl e, John W.. . .. . .. Seward 
Chaffee, Lynn D.. . ..... Ta lmage , K3:ns. 
Dahlstet, John Paul. . . .. . Bertrand 
Davie, H elen Elizabeth . . ..... Lioc.9In 
deFra in, Orville Donald . . ... Alexandria 
Ditzen, Martha Othelia.. . . . Omaha 
Fricke, Jane Gade. .Lincoln 
Glenn, Elmer Erwin. .... . . ... Alda 
Hill, Lloyd James.. . .Deadwood, S. Oak. 
Holland, Robert Ellsworth . . . . . Lincoln 
Hranac, Charles E . . 
Kirby, Edward \Villiam .. .. 
Klcager, Clyde Lewis. 
Knox, Walter Eugene III ... . . .. . . .. . 
... Geneva 
. . Lincoln 
.... Alda 
. .McCook 
Maghe"r, James Thomas.... .Cedar Bluffs 
:Miller, Glenn Forrest . . .. H astings 
Milliken, Grace Elizabeth. . .. , ..... . LincOln 
Mur phy, Mary Lois .. , ....... . ... .. . . .. .. Lincoln 
Nebe, , Frederick ~far tin .......• , ......... . Lincoln 
Nemec, Alice Katharyn .... . , .. . Oinaha 
Oelrich, Martin Willia.m... .Om:lha 
Radcliffe, Christian Elmore .. , ... Sioux City, la.. 
Rice, Donald Thomas .......... . .. . .. , .. . Lincoln 
Smiley, Richard Hathaway. . Lincoln 
Stephens, Joseph Thornell ........... Clarinda, ·ra. 
Stone, Frank Pascha l . . ... Norrh Platte 
Thomas, Richard. . . . . . . . .. H ebron 
W cbC:r, Ra lph Ha rold . .,... . .Lincoln 
Weyand, \:Vay land Lyman. . . . Western 
\Vitz.e), Bob Emil. .. Bra inard 
Young, Marjorie June... ..... . . . . Omitha 
THIRD PRE-MEDICAL YEAR 
Adams, Burnell Howard.. . .... Nehawka 
Ainlay, George William. . . .. Fairbury 
Almquist, Alpha Evangeline. . . Swedebur g 
Baker, John Cornelius... . .... Lincoln 
Barrett, Laurence Overton. . ... , Lincoln 
Baum, Alfred. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . CulbercSon 
Bell, John Merrill . .. .... Larchmont, N. · Y. 
Brodrick, Ronald Faris . . Fairfield 
Brolsma, Marion Porter .. . . .. . . .. .. Lipcoln 
Brownell, Robert Wilbur . . ..... . . , • . . . Burwell 
Bruner, George D •. .... ..... ......... . .. . . LorCtto 
Brush, John Hobart. .. Norfolk 
Byers, Julian Charles... . .. . . . .... Walthill 
Carothers, Nadine. . . . . . . . . Broken Bow 
Case, Robert \Voodrow.. . . . . . . . .. Cambridge 
Cashen, Russell Malachia, Lincoln 
Chrislia.nscn, Ethel Ruth. . ...... Plairiview 
Dean , George \Villiam ... ....... • • , .. , .... Lincoln 
Elliott, Thomas Spence ......... .. , .. . .. . Kearney 
Emerson, \Varren Stanley .. , ..•. . . .• ...... Neligh 
Feehan, John Joseph, Jr.. . .. ... .... .... Clark 
Fenstermacher, Robert Clark . . .... SargCnt 
Folsom, John David. . . . . . .. .. . .. . ... Lincoln 
F'rank, Muriel Naomi. . . .. . . .. .. • ..... , ... Omaha 
Freed, Charles Rogers ..................... Omaha 
Frey, Mano 'William . . . . .. .. PiCrce 
Gibson, LaVerne Evelyn. ... . . .. W eeping Water 
Grimm, Joseph Sasek. . . . .... . Wilber 
Ha iler, Theodore Howes .... .. ......... . .. .. Blair 
Hamel, John Kenneth .. , ....... . • , .... . Tecumseh 
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Harrison, \Vill iam Henrr.... .. . . . . . . ... Omaha Penner, Elmer Louis. . ...... Beatrice 
Haworth, John Embree. .. . .Aurora Petersen. Donald ~fartin . . Hampton 
Henn, Mary Josephine . . .. . . . .. Lincoln 
Herm:tnn. Harl::tnd Thomas . .Lincoln 
Pillsbur}', Charles Harrison.. . ... F't. Crook 
Pillsbury, Robert Dudley . . . .. Ft. Crook 
Horak, Oliver Adolph. .. . . Dodge 
Hoyt, !\lelvin Sumner . . . . ... . \Vhirn1::tn 
Johnson, ~lyron Clinton .. . . ... .. .. Valparaiso 
Kampfc, Paul ~tenhardt.. Gothenbu rg 
Kodoot. Theodore Henry, Jr... . Broken Bow 
Kozel, \Valter .. Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Kuehn, Ger:lid August. ...... Fullerton 
Lake, Max Sanborn ....... Lincoln 
Linn, Richard Harrr .. Lincoln 
Luckinbill, Anne Lydia . . ... Bridgeport 
!\kCulloch, Charles Shindle. Ornaha 
Pitcaithlcy, Harry \Veller... . . .. Lincoln 
Raines, ~lax :,..£ccor . ......... . .. .. \Vceping \Vatcr 
Rankin, Emmett Clair . . . . . . . . . York 
Raser, Jesse Wade .. Gering 
Reichsradt, Robert. . . . Omaha 
Remington, Frederick Kent.. . Lincoln 
Rosenberg, Kermit H erbert.. . . Lincoln 
Ryan, Richard Norman . . . Lincoln 
Sather, Leonard 01:if. . Duluth, Minn. 
Scofidd, John Howard.... . ...... L incoln 
Smallclon, Ted R. .. . .. ... Omaha 
Mauson, Harold Andrew... .Kearney 
}..[c rrick, Robert Bruce ... . ........ . . Hyannis 
Meyer, Leslie Carl. . . .. Milford 
Miller, Burdcuc Landon ..... , .. • ........ Lincoln 
~filligan , Gordon Charles ................. McCook 
Nitz, Carles Joey. . . . ... \Vest Point 
Nyl:1nder, Ruth Irene . ..... .. Loomis 
O'Connor. John \Vill iam ..... • .......... . Kearney 
Olson, Donald John ............ .. .. ..... Lincoln 
Osborn, Myron Earl. . . ... ......... McCook 
Pamer, Edward George ... . .... Hebron 
Squires, Robert Si~lc . . . Wilcox 
Stanek, Mildred \'eronica . .. ... . ... .. .. .. \Valthill 
Stryson, Paul Stanley .............•.... ... Seward 
Taylor, Bowen Eacritt. .. ... ..... . . . ..... Lincoln 
Therien, Robert Charles .. ................ Lincoln 
Vicke ry, Bert ............ .. . ....... . . .... Omah2 
\Ve lto11, Ted ?-.t enon . . . .. Sioux City, Ia. 
\V'ertman, M:lXinc Hollingsworth ..... .... Milford 
\Vick man, Kath leen Ruth . Guide Rock 
\Viley, Stuart Paul. . . . . . . . Imperial 
\Vi Ison, Ken neth Lester .. .. .. .• , . . . .Omaha 
SECO~D PRE-~t EDICAL YEAR 
Aarni, \Villiam Howard. .Lead, S. Dak. 
Alcorn, Edith Marie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Anderson, Harvey Chris . . . . . . \Volbach 
Anderson, \Villiam Benjamin. Omaha 
Ashworth, Allen Arthur . .. . .... LincOln 
Barnebey, \\'alker Junior...... . .. Florciice 
Bender, Esther Elizabeth..... . . . ...... Lincoln 
Blair, Claudia Belle... . . .... Brunswick 
Brewster, Donald Eugene. . ..... Holdrege 
Burney, Dwight \V. ... . Hartington 
Byers, Rohen Charles. Fremont 
Campbell, Stuart Douglas... . . Norfolk 
Carlson, Rarmond Elmer ....... •.. ........ Omaha 
Cramer, David Harry... . . . .Nonh Platte 
Davis, Harold Le Roy... . ... Ashby 
Dickson, Donald George. . .. Lincoln 
Doran, Thomas Justin Burwell 
Edelstein, Robert Arthur. . . ).iew York. N. · Y. 
Ekart, Paul Ivan. . . \Vymort: 
Evans, Robert Van Jr ...... ... .... ... . .. Lincoln 
Ewing, Margaret Virginia ... Madison 
Fleming, Clare Rose.... . ... . • , .. ..... St. P3ul 
Fr.ink, Carl Laughlin. . ..•. . ... ...... Ashland 
French, l \':tn ~fcrW}'O •.... O'Neill 
Fricke. Johanna Ruth . . . . . . . .... Bayard 
Gabarron, Gines Anthony ...... • ...... .. . . Linc~ln 
Gieskcn, Rita Frances.... . . . Lincoln 
Goctow5ki, Paul. . . . . . . . . ... Lincoln 
Mc~·[urtrcy, George Boone... . .. Cody 
Malster, Maurine ... . ... . . . Aurora 
Marshall , Maxine ~ia.c. . . .. Arlington 
Manin, Katherine Anita. . . . . . . . . . . .Lincoln 
Maxwell. Paul . . . ... . . .. . Lincoln 
Miller. Edwin Lee... . .. . . Atlanta 
Mohler, Charles Tn·ing. . ..... Humacao, P. R. 
Murphy, Ferris Aileen . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Neligh, Gordon Leigh. . .. . Grand lslond 
Neu, Richard Patrick.... .Lincoln 
Obbink, Jack Dewitt . . . . . . . . . . . . .Lincoln 
Ousley, Carl Andrews. . .Omaha 
Owen, Frank Stiles . . . . . Omaha 
Pearson, Allen Hughes. . . . Lingle, \Vyo. 
Peltier, Leon:i.rd Fr:i.ncis . . .... Lincoln 
Peterson, H arold Raymond.. ..... . ... Red Cloud 
Peterson, James Elliott... . ...... . Big Springs 
Phelps, Eiben Taylor . . . . . . . . Om~h• 
Pierce, Edwin Francis. . . . Linc9ln 
Platt, Otis Boyes . . . . .. . North Platte 
Prot1.m:m 1 Fr:i.nk \Vilmeth ................ Lincola 
Romerozy, Steve Paul .............. Altoona, Pa. 
Rossmiller, Ione ~farie . . .. , ... Deshler 
Salak, Xcal. . . . ....... Grand Island 
Sandusky, \Vill i:tm Emmer.. .. ... . .... Seward 
Schamp, Virginia Gretchen .... . ...... .. .. Lincoln 
Schulz, Don:tld Paul .... . . York 
Simon, E'lizabetb ;\farion . . . ..... Coleridge 
Costas, George Andrew . . . . ... Grand Island 
Griffith, Paul Condon . . Omaha 
H c:iser, Ervin Nicholas . . .. LincOln 
Simon, I. Irving . . . BoslOn, ~fass. 
Smith, Hilma Irene. . . . . . . ... . Clatonia 
Smith, Richard H amilton.. . ... ... Malcolm 
H eller. Phil ip H enri. .Fremont Smith, Roy James . . .Albion 
Herpolsheimer, Robert \Villiam. . ....... Seward 
H inrich, William Alden_ ... . Aurora 
Hokom, Lester H enry ........ . ... ... Ong 
Sohl, Alice Daisv .. . Lincoln 
Spevac, I rving BCnram ... .. . , .. New York, N . Y. 
Steckelberg, \Villiam Henry . . ... Stanton 
Hopkir,5, Evelyn Helen. . . .. . Lincoln Stemper, Jack Michael .Lincoln 
Tnhcldcr, ~forian Ruth . . . . Lincoln Teich, Kenneth \Villiam. . . . ... . Columbus 
Jessen, Albert Vern ... . Central Ci ty Townley, Frank 1':ewcomer . .... . . . ... . . Kenesaw 
Johnson, Cedric Cloys ... . . . .. . .. Omaha Tunberg, Clarence Lee.... .Lincoln 
Jones, Robert Cleo . .... . .... . . . Bridgcpon Tyner, Donald Stanley .. . . .. Liberty 
King, Fred Ervin . . . . ..... .. , • . . . Lincoln Vincent, Jack Fredrick .. . . .. .. O'Neill 
Kokjer, Madsen Cobb . . Kearney Wagner, \Villiam Franklyn . . .... Omaha 
Korol, Minna ... . Lincoln Wahl , John William ...... ... . ..... . Lincoln 
Kreps, Dale Andrew. . ........... Lincoln 
Leonard , Patrick Rohen.. .. . .. Anselmo 
McFadden, Harry Webber . Sioux Fall,, S. Dak. 
\Vakcham, Olivia Ingeborg..... . • . . . Linq>ln 
Wildhaber, Joseph Be rry.. . ... . . . ... . Fairbury 
\Vi Ison, Alice Irene . . . .FriCnd 
McLeod, Robert \VilliJm ... Hot Springs, S. D:ik. \Vilson, Elsie ~arie . . .. Friend 
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Witt, Fred George. 
Wittstruck, Kenneth .. 
Worden, Ralph Edwin. 
. Nebraska City 
.. ... .... Lincoln 
.Alliance 
·wunz., Reginald MatL. 
Wyrens, Donald Edward. 
Zoz, \Valter Edward. 
. Harting ton 
. .... . Scottsbluff 
.Murdock 
F'IRST PRE-:\IE'D!CAL YEAR 
Adams, Robert Eugene . .Lincoln 
Adamson, John Anton. . Butte 
Anderson, Thorwald Robert. . . North Platte 
Angle, Virginia Dawn. . ..... Columbus 
Baltensperger, Dwight Done. . Bushnell 
Baskins, Charles William. . ... North Pl<1:tte 
Beede
1 
Charks Granville.... .Lincoln 
Becthe, Raymond Carl .. . .. . . .. Linc9ln 
Bennett, Betty Maxine. . .Lincoln 
Bertelson, Thordis Maxine . .. . Missouri Valley, Ia. 
Bonham, Shirky Mae. . Table Rock 
Borski, Anthony Albert... . . . . ... Lincoln 
Bosley, Warren Guy. . .. Palis:lde 
Brewster, O'elia Erickson. . .. HoldrCge 
Bs1andig, Frederick William. . ... Lincoln 
Bugbee, Robert \Vendell. . .. Steele City 
Burchess, Eugene Way . . .. Hastings 
Burgess, Willard Bu non. . ... Albion 
Burtch, Mary Louise . . . . . .. . • . . . .... Louisville 
Buse how, Ruby Mac. . . Lincoln 
Camp, Ray Junior. . Aurora 
Carothers, John \Varrcn. . .. Lincoln 
Chappell, Elliott Rae. . Minden 
Ch ri stie, David Parker., . . Omaha 
Cohen, Lawrence J... . . . Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Conn, Fletcher Farley. . . Bancroft 
Coppoc, Loran Carl. . Seward 
Crawford, Helen Rosamond.. . . . . Cietc 
Crellin, Ambrose .. L,yons 
Crouse, Murray Humiston.... . .. Osceola 
Dann, Ell is Clyde... . . . . .. . •. ........... Otoe 
DeBusk, Jack Samuel . . .. Endicott 
Dotson, Loren LeRoy. . . . .. . . Cere·sco 
Dre1ler, Karl Heinrich Emil. .Sargent 
Edson, George Dwight . . .. . . . ....••.. . . ... Albion 
Engdahl, Wallace Edward .... . ..... .... .. . Omaha 
Eriksen, Lillian Pearl. . . ..... Cfaig 
Evans, Dorothy Jean. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Flack, David Albert.. . . . . . . . , . ...... Omaha 
Flood, Francis Robert .... ... New Har tford, N. Y. 
Forbes, Jeanne Frances .. .. . .... .... .. Dakota City 
Foster, William Goodell. .............. Lincoln 
Fuxa, Edward.. . ..... Brainard 
Cauchat, Charles Augus t. . Brock 
Gchlkc::r1 Robert Fre<l. . . .... Norwood, Ohio 
Gctscher 1 Phill ip Ellsworth. . Omaha 
Gibb, James. . . .. .. Kimball 
Givens, Mary Ethel.... . . Hamburg, la. 
Graham 1 William Ernest. . .. Lincoln 
Grant , Lorra ine Virginia. . .. Omaha 
Grapski, Lad islaus Francis . . ... • ..• , ... . .. Lincoln 
Green, Norman Ellis. . Norfolk 
Griswold, Patricia Ellen. . .. . .. ..... . . Lincoln 
Hazelrigg, Wilma Jeannette . . . Lincoln 
Hendrix, Lola Mae. . .... . .. Valparaiso 
Hirschfeld, Lucile Rua..... . . . ... Lincoln 
Ibric, LeRoy Cole . . ...... . Lincoln 
Jahde, Willis Emil. ... Albion 
Johnson, Verner Stanley.. . . .. . .Millbury, Mass. 
Jones, Doro thy Ellen. . .... Lincoln 
Jurgensen, Clinton Christian . . . .. . Julesburg, COio. 
Karnik, Allen Frank ... . .... . . Dodge 
Kimble, George \Villiam ... . . ... Kansas City, Mo. 
Knox, Arthur Emanuel Hertzle r. . . . . McCook 
Koehler, Kenneth Carlberg. . .... .. Uehling 
Koppinger, John Caniff... . ... Omaha 
Lavender, Ruth Jane.. . . .... . Lincoln 
Lcmly, Catherine Mae ... . ..... . . .. . . .. . .. Lincoln 
Lindquist, Victor Emmanuel. . Omaha 
Lipsey, James Lee . .. .. . ....... • . ..... Omaha 
L iston, Howard Edson. . ... . Elmwood 
Loibl, Fred Jr. . . . .. .. Mitchell 
Ludwick, Robert \Varring. . .. . . Lincoln 
tkBridc, Donald \Villiam. . . .. . Orchard 
McCandless, Stanley Kaar... . . . • . . . . . . . Lif!cOln 
:\lcCowin, Helen Faye.... . . . . . . . . •• . . .. Curtis 
Mc.Master, Mary El !en. . . . . . Lincoln 
('.falster, Clara ... . • . .. . .... ... Aurora 
Mann, Katherine Mildred .. . Boelus 
Mansour, James. . ... Lincoln 
i\farvin, Betty Jane. . ...... . . . .. . ... Lincoln 
Mertz, :\·lax Albert .. . ....... .. . . • • . ...... Lincoln 
t>.-f oravec, Daniel Francis . .... . .. . .. . ..... St. P'aul 
Mull, Edna Mar jorie.... . . . . Hastings 
Kiem,in, Marian Emma. . . Lincoln 
Kilsson, Donald Charles. . Omaha 
Noerenberg, Ellan Augusta.. . . . . Ith3ca 
::-.Jozicka, Charles Richard. . . . . . Spencer 
Olson, Leland j.. . Palmyra 
Osborn, Harold. . . Lincoln 
Otterman, Betty Ann. . . . . L incoln 
Pazcn, Arthur John. . ..... New Britain, Conn. 
Perry, Donald Dea n . .. ...... ....... . ...... Omaha 
Petersen, Carole Langley. .. . .. . . Hampton 
Philben, Chester Arnold.. . ..... \Vymore 
Pittman, Robena Beth . ... . . . .. Adams 
Popejoy, Edward F'ranklin. . . Falls City 
Reinecke, Jean Ellen.. . ....... Sch~1:Icr 
Rice. Edsel Thomas. . .... . . • , . . Lincoln 
Rod(iy. John Charles. . . .... Un.ion 
Roenger, Morr is William. .Omaha 
Root, Charles Mart in. . . B.isSett 
Roper, Charles Edwin ... . .. . .. Edgemont, S. D'ak. 
Rumbolz, \Villiam Leonard. , .. Lincoln 
Sandall, John Chester . . York 
Schniuer, Erma ~artha Esther. . . . .. Lincoln 
Selzer , James Milton. . .Scottsbluff 
Shev, Elmer Edward . . ... .. . Lincolo 
Short, Sophia Paralce. . .Blue Springs 
Smith , Delbert Hal. . .. Auburn 
Smith, Helen Elaine. . .. .. .. Lincoln 
Smith, Robert Clarke. . ......... .. . . Linc'otn 
Smith, Robert Wirth. . ... Lincoln 
Stratton, Leroy Elvin. . . . South Sioux City 
T hurman, James . .Plattsburg, Mo. 
Ujiie, Shigeru Samuel. .. . .. . Arminto, \Vyo. 
Villars, Ellen Louise. . ... Tccum-seh 
Voss, Henry Herman .. ...... . Lincoln 
Vrtiska, Frank Leonard . . .Pawnee City 
\Vachtel , Sidney Robert. ...... . . New York, N. Y. 
\.Vaite, Edna Pearl. ... Rushville 
Wal te r , Floyd John . . . .. . . ...... . . . Chambers 
Walvoord, Carl Arthur. . . ... . .. , ...... H olland 
\ Vatkins, Howard Lee... . ... .. .. .. .. .L inco ln 
\Vay, Anodic Maurine. . .Lincoln 
Wessels, Alvjn \Valtcr. . . . ... .. Otoe 
\Vhite, Donald Edward .. . .. .. Lincoln 
\Vicdman, Jack Gunsaul... ..... . . Lincoln 
Williams, Ruth LaVaughn .. .... Council Bluffs, Ia. 
Williamson, Lillian Mae . ... . ... Lincoln 
Wilmeth, Jeanne... . L incoln 
\.Vinklcr, Gerald Ralph........ . .. ... . Bertrand 
\¥inte r, Lewis Stuart Jr.. . . . .... Western 
\Visncr, Scot t B. . . ..... North Platte 
\Viuenbcrgcr, Herbert Walker. . .... Carleton 
Yates, Dean Delos. . .. . ... . .... Lincoln 
Young, Earnest James . , ...... Marsland 
Younger, Jesse.... . . .New York , N. Y. 
Zajicek , Eugene Clarence. . \Vilber 
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TRAINING COURSE FOR X-RAY TECHNICIANS 
H OWARD B. HUNT, A.M., M.D. 
Professor of Radiology and Physical Therapy 
0RGANIZATION.-The course for X-ray technicians has been established 
by authority of the Board of Regents in connection with the Department 
of Radiology, College of Medicine. It has been accredited by the American 
Registry of X-Ray Technicians conducted by the Radiological Society of 
North America. 
The American Registry of X-Ray Technicians conducts examinations 
for candidates who shall have had acceptable training and a total of at 
least two years' experience in radiological work, including the student year. 
Students who have satisfactorily completed the course of training in X-ray 
technique at the University of Nebraska College of Medicine and have 
had a second year of experience in an accepted department of radiology 
are accepted for examination. A certificate in X-ray technique is issued 
upon successful completion of the examination of the American Registry 
of X-Ray T echnicians. 
FACILITIES FOR INsrnucnoN.- Ample opportunity for experience in 
making of roentgenograms or X-ray films of patients is provided. During 
a period of twelve months about 4,500 radiographic examinations are made 
in the Department of Radiology for the University Hospital and Dis-
pensary of the University of Nebraska College of Medicine. All types and 
positions of X-ray examinations are used in the department, including 
roentgenkymography of the heart, encephalography of the brain, 
cholangiography of the gall-bladder and bile ducts, mammography of the 
breast, as well as the more common studies such as cholecystography of 
the gall-bladder, urography of the kidneys and bladder, bronchography of 
the lungs, and examination of the stomach and intestines after administra-
tion of barium sulfate and other contrast media. The radiographic work 
is supervised by the radiologist and is directly in charge of a registered 
technician. Facilities are provided for deep X-ray therapy and radium 
therapy with adequate protection of all workers against exposure to radia-
tion. About 2,000 X-ray treatments and 100 radium treatments are given 
in the department during twelve months. The Library of the College of 
Medicine is maintained in the hospital. Thirty-eight thousand cataloged 
books and 320 current periodicals are available for study and for keeping 
in touch with current work in the field of X-ray diagnosis. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A0M1ssI0N.-An appl icant for admission to the 
course in X-ray technique shall be between 21 and 35 years of age and 
must be graduated from an accredited high school or other approved 
preparatory school. Records must be submitted covering the content and 
grades received in the preparatory studies. It is recommended that the 
preparatory work include English, Latin, physics, zoology, typing, short-
hand, and secretarial work, although applicants are considered who do not 
present credits in all of these subjects. At least one year of collegiate study 
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is recommended. Preference is given to applicants who are graduate 
nurses. Applicants must be in good health with no disabilities. The appli-
cation should be accompanied by a photograph and the names of two 
people from whom references can be obtained. Admission is allowed in 
January and July. Only two students can be accepted annually. Applica-
tions should be sent to the Chairman of the Department of Radiology, 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine, 42d and Dewey Avenue, 
Omaha, Nebraska. Application forms will be provided upon request. 
FEES AND ExPENSEs.-There is a registration fee of $1.00, payable on 
entrance. Four dollars per year for the student health service is payable 
on admission. A tuition fee of $75 per year is charged and a minimum 
non-resident fee of $25 per semester for students enrolling from other states. 
Students must maintain themselves and provide their own uniforms. The 
cost of textbooks is about $15.00. Board may be obtained for $6.00 a 
week in the vicinity of the hospital and rooms for $2.50 to $4.00 a week. 
Second-year student appointments are frequently made available which pro-
vide maintenance and a small monthly stipend. 
CuRRICULUM.- The course of study covers a period of one year. Students 
are accepted on a probationary basis during the first month. Students are 
in class or on duty in the Department of Radiology from 8 A. M. until 5 
P. M. with a free hour for lunch. Students are not on duty during Satur-
day afternoon or Sunday. A vacation of two weeks is allowed at the 
Christmas holiday or in the summer. Immunization against diphtheria, 
typhoid fever, and smallpox is advised. 
PLAN OF lNSTRUCTION.-The course of training for students of X-ray 
technique consists primarily of an apprenticeship and demonstrations 
under the technician and of conferences with the radiologist. The instruc-
tion in related fields is given in conjunction with the School of N ursing 
consisting of instruction in anatomy, pathology, radiology and physical 
therapy, principles of general medicine, general surgery, gynecology, ortho-
pedics, urology, and oral surgery. The apprenticeship comprises ninety 
per cent of the period of training. The student works with the technician 
in the making of all types of X-ray studies. Gradually increasing inde-
pendent responsibilities are given over to the student as experience in-
creases. The student must become familiar with transcription of the reports 
of the radiologist covering the X-ray studies of roentgenograms made of 
patients and his reports on patients treated with X-ray and radium. In 
case the student is unfamiliar with the operation of a typewriter, additional 
courses must be taken at night school during the period of training. 
The following formal courses are required of students in X-ray tech-
nique. These courses are provided through the courtesy of the School of 
Nursing by the College of Medicine. 
1. ANATOMY.-Lectures, class recitations, demonstrations, and laboratory 
work dealing with the structure of the human body. Preserved specimens 
and fresh animal specimens are used for study. 72 hours. 
2. ELEMENTARY PATHOLOGY.-Causes and general features of disease 
and disease processes. 30 hours. 
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3. ME01c1NE.-A course of lectures and clinics dealing with the causes, 
symptoms, course, treatment, complications, convalescence, and prevention 
of medical diseases. 36 hours. 
4. SuRGERY.- A course of lectures and clinics designed to give the 
student a practical understanding of the causes, symptoms, and treatment 
of surgical diseases and to stress the importance of early recognition and 
methods of prevention of these diseases. 24 hours. 
5. GYNECOLOGY.-A study of the anatomy and physiology of the fe-
male pelvic organs; the pathology of the pelvis; the symptoms and treat-
ment of gynecological diseases; complications, the care of patients before 
and after operation. Lectures and clinics. 10 hours. 
6. 0RTHOPEDrcs.- A course of lectures, classes, and demonstrations 
dealing with the causes, prevention, and mechanical and operative treat-
ment and nursing care of diseases of the bones and joints and bony de-
formities. Demonstration of braces, splints, frames, and other appliances. 
18 hours. 
7. URoLOGY.-A course of lectures dealing with the principal diseases 
of the genito-urinary t ract. 4 hours. 
8. ORAL SuRGERY.-A brief consideration of the malformations of the 
oral cavity and of the methods of treating them. Lectures and demonstra-
tions. 
9. PHYSICAL THERAPY.-The basic principles and theory governing the 
use of physical agents such as the electrical currents, high frequency cur-
rents, therapeutic exercises, ultra-violet, roentgen and radium therapy are 
discussed in a series of lectures and demonstrations. 12 hours. 
0PPORTUNITIEs.-There is a moderate demand for well-qualified tech-
nicians. These opportunities are primarily in the departments of radiology 
in hospitals and in the offices of doctors specializing in X-ray and radium 
work. There is no opportunity for independent operation of a laboratory 
by the technician since the use of X-ray in the diagnosis and treatment of 
diseases is legally the practice of medicine and must be carried out under 
the supervision of a registered physician in the interest of public welfare 
and safety. The remuneration for X-ray technicians varies from $60 to 
$150 a month with or without maintenance. In practice, it is frequently 
necessary for the technician to take dictation, typewrite reports, file corre-
spondence, and in small hospitals to care for the hospital records on patients. 
Many of the duties are in the nature of minor nursing such as the 
sterilization of materials, administration of enemas, preparation of patients 
for examination, and the general care of the sick. The duties of secretary 
and practical nurse are frequently combined with those of operating an 
X-ray machine, processing of X-ray films, and handling of patients in 
X-ray work. 
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TRAINING COURSE FOR LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 
HAROLD E. EGGERS, A.M., M.D. 
Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology 
JAMES PERRY TOLLMAN, B.Sc., M.D., Director 
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ORGANIZATION .-The course for laboratory technicians has been estab-
lished by authority of the Board of Regents, in connection with the 
Department of Pathology, College of Medicine. It has been accredited by 
the Committee on Education and Hospitals of the American Medical 
Association and the American Society of Clinical Pathology as being 
equipped and organized to furnish adequate training in laboratory technic. 
Graduates are eligible to take the examination for the Registry of Tech-
nicians maintained by the American Society of Clinical Pathology. 
FACILITIES FOR INSTRUCTION.-The course is given in the University 
Hospital, and facilities of the University of Nebraska College of Medicine 
are available for instruction. The University Hospital is organized pri-
marily for teaching and is under the control of the Board of Regents 
through the administration of the College of Medicine. It has a capacity 
of 240 beds, and accepts patients from over the state generally. All types 
of diseases are treated. Approximately 4,000 patients are admitted each 
year. The laboratory of the University Dispensary is also used for instruc-
tion. Approximately 4,000 patients are treated each year. The treatment 
of patients in the Hospital and Dispensary is directed by the faculty of the 
College of Medicine. The laboratory work requested includes all routine 
procedures, and many specialized tests that are required for unusual dis-
eases which may be sent to the hospital from any part of the state. 
The Library of the College of Medicine is maintained in the hospital. 
Thirty-eight thousand cataloged books and 320 current periodicals are avail-
able for study, and for keeping in touch with current work in the field of 
laboratory diagnosis. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR AoMISSION.-The Registry of Medical T echnologists 
has recently revised the requirements as follows: 
Biology: Ten semester hours of which at least 6 semester hours must 
be zoology. 
Bacteriology: At least three semester hours. (If not available, other 
branches of biology may be substituted.) 
Chemistry: General Inorganic Chemistry-At least 8 semester hours 
including 4 semester hours of laboratory. Organic Chemistry-A 
complete course, at least 6 semester hours with not less than 2 
semester hours of laboratory. Quantitive Analysis-Three semester 
hours. 
Physics: At least 8 semester hours with 2 semester hours of laboratory. 
Either high school or college trigonometry prerequisite to physics. 
English: Six semester hours in English composition or rhetoric. 
Electives: Sufficient to give a total of 60 semester hours of college 
credit. Sociology and psychology are recommended for electives. 
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A transcript of college credits is to be submitted with the application 
for admission. Secretarial training will be found most useful, as well as 
a reading knowledge of a foreign language. The candidate must be in 
good health. 
FEES AND ExPENSEs.-There is a registration fee of $1.00, payable on 
entrance. Four dollars per year for the student health service is payable on 
admission. A tuition fee of $75 per year is charged and a minimum non-
resident fee of $25 per semester for students enrolling from other states. 
In addition, the students are responsible for their own maintenance, uni-
forms, and laundry. Board and room may be obtained in private homes 
for approximately $40 per month. Some allowance should be made for the 
purchase of books. 
CuRRICULUM.-The course of training is of twelve montns' duration 
and is primarily on the apprenticeship basis, with rotating services of two 
months each. The plan of work is so arranged as to include all of the 
procedures usually carried out in a general hospital laboratory, as well as 
to acquaint the student with many of the more specialized types of 
laboratory determinations. 
BrocHEMISTRY includes examinations of the blood and other body 
fluids for normal and abnormal chemical constituents. As a rule, these are 
quantitative determinations, and include such tests as blood sugar, non-
protein-nitrogen and creatinine determinations, as well as examinations of 
urine and of secretions of the gastro-intestinal tract and its associated 
glands. Between 6,000 and 7,000 examinations a year allow thorough 
training in this field. 
HEMATOLOGY consists of examinations of the blood, particular atten-
tion being given to the cellular elements. Included in this service also are 
compatability tests preparatory to transfusions. More than 7,000 examina-
tions a year give adequate material for this phase of the work. 
ADVANCED HEMATOLOGY AND B10cHEMISTRY covers the more special-
ized procedures in the above branches, such as determination of the in-
organic constituents of the blood, various tests of liver function, and special 
hematological procedures as erythrocyte fragility tests and cell volume 
measurements. Basal metabolic rate determinations are also included. 
BACTERIOLOGY takes up the identification of pathogenic micro-
organisms by their morphological, cultural, and immunological character-
istics. Approximately 2,400 bacteriological examinations are made each. 
year. 
PARASITOLOGY, a study of the small animal forms which may cause 
disease, is included with this and is studied both from the material avail-
able in the hospital and dispensary and from demonstration specimens in 
the medical college. 
HisTOLOGIC TEcHNIC covers the making of tissue preparations, prin-
cipally sections of various organs and tissues, for the microscopic study by 
the pathologist. A variety of methods are taken up during the training 
period. More than 4,000 sections are made yearly. 
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SEROLOGY includes primarily immunological procedures, and is car-
ried out under the direct supervision of the bacteriology department of the 
College of Medicine. 
PLAN OF lNsTRUCTION.-The work is conducted under the direct super-
vision of the director and the laboratory technicians. Lectures are given, 
divided as follows: 
BACTERIOLOGY, 40 hours. This course is especially arranged to meet 
the requirements of the medical technologists, covering background and 
technic as well as the specific consideration of pathogenic bacteria. 
PATHOLOGY, 24 hours, combined with the pathology course for the 
School of Nursing. The general considerations of changes produced by 
disease are taken up, particular attention being given to the causes of dis-
ease, the specific changes produced by various disease processes, and their 
relation to the symptoms produced. The theory and interpretation of 
various laboratory procedures is also taken up. 
Conferences are held several times weekly, one being devoted to de-
tailed correlation of disease processes and laboratory findings. Another is 
given over to a more detailed consideration of the principles involved in 
the technic of determinations with emphasis on possible sources of error. 
Other conferences are arranged as problems arise. Quizzes and examina-
tions are given at intervals. Both written and oral exercises cover theo-
retical aspects, while practical tests for proficiency are given covering all 
phases of the work. Reading assignments are made of the material covered 
during each two-month period. Demonstrations are arranged at intervals 
to aid in taking up new subject-matter, to emphasize important points, and 
to familiarize the student with unusual problems. In order to give the 
student an introduction to the current literature and the use of the library, 
a Journal Club forms part of the course of instruction. 
0PPORTUNITIEs.-The hospital laboratory offers the largest field of 
opportunity since most hospitals employ one or more technicians in their 
laboratories. In addition, there are positions available in clinics and in 
offices of physicians where the combination of medical technology with 
X-ray, secretarial, or nursing training is advantageous, since the volume of 
work often does not justify the employment of more than one assistant. 
There are also a few opportunities in the research field for those with suf-
ficient educational background. 
While the number of positions is limited to some extent, well-qualified 
persons have been able to obtain employment quite readily. As a rule, the 
salaries correspond fairly well with those paid to persons of comparable 
training in other lines of work. 
The work is exacting and admits of no carelessness, yet it is not unduly 
strenuous in spite of the fact that conditions may arise from time to time 
which call for hard work and long hours. Working conditions tend to be 
pleasant and healthful and the associates congenial. 

